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RESUMEN 

 
El siguiente trabajo ha sido desarrollado con el fin de mejorar el proceso de 

enseñanza y aprendizaje del idioma inglés que beneficiará tanto a profesores y 

estudiantes. El enfoque de este proyecto se basa en el mejoramiento de la fluidez 

en la expresión oral con la ayuda de talleres de conversación para incentivar la 

enseñanza y aprendizaje de esta destreza que es una donde más problemas 

presenta al aprender esta lengua. Es por eso que los autores de este proyecto 

educacional aspiran  mejorar el problema presentado con el uso de una guía 

didáctica con actividades más participativas, lúdicas y autodidacticas. Además, los 

contenidos científicos fueron extraídos de una fuente confiable, útil y de calidad 

bajo un método que se usó para las diferentes investigaciones y obtención de 

resultados de los cual puede comprobarse el problema evidenciado en los 

estudiantes de décimo año en el colegio experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” y a su 

vez aportando información necesaria e importante. Por otra parte, una vez 

cumplido los objetivos de este trabajo, profesores, estudiantes y la comunidad 

educativa se verán beneficiados del cambio positivo. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The following work has been developed in order to improve the teaching and 

learning process of the English language that will benefit both teachers and 

students. The focus of this project is based on the improvement of fluency in oral 

expression with the help of conversation workshops to encourage teaching and 

learning of this skill which is one of the biggest problems when learning this 

language. That is why the authors of this educational project aspire to improve the 

problem presented with the use of a didactic guide with more participatory, playful 

and self-learning activities. In addition, the scientific contents were extracted from a 

reliable, useful and quality source under a method that was used for different 

investigations and obtaining results from which the problem evidenced in tenth- 

year students at the experimental school "Veintiocho de Mayo" can be verified in 

turn providing necessary and important information. On the other hand, once the 

objectives of this work have been met, teachers, students and the educational 

community will benefit from the positive change. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

 
These days, the general public is globalized, where the capacity to 

speak with others is of incredible significance and the connection between 

individuals each and every day cover an enormous piece of this planet. In a 

large portion of the nations instructive model identified with the English 

language has turned out to be obligatory in any scholarly field, unmistakably, 

underscores this by expressing that English "is the overwhelming language 

of correspondence all through the world. The capacity to utilize English is 

essential for thinks about; travel in different nations and for social and expert 

universal contacts of various types. In schools and secondary schools inside 

the subject of English, it is crucial that the students are given numerous 

chances to utilize it and practice how to impart verbally and convey what 

needs be in English. 

 
When showing oral correspondence in English as a remote dialect it is 

of incredible significance for instructors to think about the feelings or the full 

of feeling channel of the understudies, it significantly affects outside dialect 

learning. 

 
Throughout the years, the enthusiasm for the oral piece of the 

teaching of English has expanded impressively. In the showing knowledge, it 

has turned out to be mindful of the way that it is very difficult to get all 

understudies to take a functioning part in dialogs and discussions in this 

dialect. Numerous students, regardless of the way that they have astounding 

English aptitudes, are quiet in class while rehearsing oral correspondence. It 

must be considered for educators to persuade and urge all understudies to 

be orally dynamic in the English outside dialect classroom. 

 
The principle target of this task is the helpfulness that it will provide for 

all individuals who are engaged with the instructing learning process; it 

implies the entire instructive network. 

 
This work has been separated into four parts as takes after: 
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Chapter I: THE PROBLEM 
 

Location of the problem, conflict situation, scientific fact, causes, 

formulation of the problem, general and specifics objectives of the problem, 

questions of the investigation, and justification. 

 
Chapter II: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Theoretical, epistemological, pedagogical, sociological, psychological 

and legal foundations. 

 
Chapter III: METHODOLOGY 

 

Methodological designed, types and levels of investigation, methods, 

and instruments of the research, analysis of results, surveys, interviews, 

conclusions, and recommendations. 

 
Chapter IV: THE PROPOSAL 

 

Justification and importance, general and specifics objectives of the 

proposal, validation, feasibility of its application, the conclusion of the 

proposal. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
 

 
THE PROBLEM 

 
 
 
 

CONFLICT SITUATION 
 
 

 
“The general average in English subject in the tenth year students of 

basic education like the third level students of the baccalaureate in Ecuador 

was 6/10. Our English teachers have an initial level and they continue to give 

classes anyway” María Isabel Cruz (2016). 

The few practices of interactive oral activities, which include learning 

strategies to improve the ability to speak of adult English learners as a 

language intermediate level, results in poor performance when speaking. 

The teaching of English language in Ecuador for many years ago has 

had problems in the teaching and learning process in most public educational 

institutions such as schools and colleges in the development of Oral 

Expression because teachers and students have not paid attention 

importance to the language, providing a teaching of low methods and 

techniques by the teacher and a finding of disinterest or learning difficulty on 

the part of the student. These facts over time bring common problems such 

as fluency, little vocabulary, and fear of public speaking. 

Firstly, fluency is the ability to be able to speak easily without stopping, 

repeating or without having disorders such as tachyphemia. The fluidity 

encompasses dimensions, including its characteristics, such as the creative 

area, and complementary skills, such as memory, where the development of 

these must be taken into account in order to have good fluency. Avoiding all 

kinds of alterations, also known as disorders, which are part of their 

dimensions too and that harm rhythm and sounds. The problem with fluency 
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is presented by the poor practice of the activities of teachers and students 

alone. But one the typical excuses of students not to practice fluency by 

themselves are not having someone to talk to. 

The second problem that is evident is the deficiency of vocabulary. 

Teachers and students do not consider that the knowledge of new words is 

an extremely important tool for the development of Oral Expression; 

therefore, students find it difficult to speak. Vocabulary refers to the words 

they must comprehend to effectively communicate and understand what they 

hear. One of the reasons why there is little vocabulary is the poor memory 

when remembering words even if they see or hear the same words many 

times. When  learning new vocabulary you should also learn the correct 

pronunciation of words, which is another problem that arises. Most of the 

time students are corrected but nevertheless they forget the pronunciation 

owing to the poor memory. 

There are cases in people whose fear of speaking in public is greater 

than the fear of dying. This problem not only affects the development of the 

oral expression but also the personal and professional life. Many times it is 

not only the fear of speaking in public but also the fear of making mistakes in 

a word, pronunciation etc that stops them from continuing with a good fluid 

speech. Teachers do not even help students to lose their fears by making 

them speak in front of their classmates because they think they would not be 

able to do so. Not knowing what to say about a particular topic is another 

cause to have stage fright, otherwise, the student would talk about the topic 

without being anxious. 

To conclude, the problem with the development of oral expression in 

English can be generated both in teachers and students. The causes 

evidenced within the problems in the development of the Oral Expression are 

not only justified in the classroom activities given by the teacher, but also in 

the dedication of the students at home to improve in what they are failing 

exactly. The high schools in Ecuador as in the Experimental High School 

“Veintiocho de Mayo” where the conflict situation with the oral expression in 
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English is undoubtedly remarkable is looking for a solution through activities, 

methods, and techniques that improve oral expression. 

CAUSES 
 
 

 Speaking is common and important for communication among people in 

the society. Successful communication implies to speak efficiently, 

politely, clearly and using an effective voice projection. “Talking is 

connected to accomplishment throughout everyday life, as it possesses 

an essential position both exclusively and socially (Ulas, 2008). 

The activities of change are not real situations that are made at the 

moment of class without a previous preparation, which creates an excellent 

harmony raising the interest to improve since the imagination and the 

creativity of the students are widely used. 

In addition, some teachers make little or no effort to get students 

engaged and motivated to keep trying mastering their Spoken English. The 

few commitment of some teachers makes students not to pay attention to the 

English lessons, and they do not have the sense of willingness. 

 It has all been there: in a mall shopping, a waiting room, in line at the 

supermarket or on an airplane, surrounded by people who are, like us, 

deeply focused on their devices or, worse, struggling with the 

uncomfortable silence. 

It’s more likely that none of us initiate a dialogue because it’s awkward 

and challenging, or we think it’s annoying and unnecessary. But the next time 

you find yourself among strangers, or it was your first time, consider that 

small talk is worth the trouble. The experts say it is an invaluable social ritual 

that results in big benefits, both personal and professional. 

 The didactic guide is needed and directed to those teachers and 

expositors willing to use motivational activities as an aid to warm up their 

classes in oral expression. This didactic guide will be designed for 

helping the levels: basics, and intermediates; these activities will give 
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offer different plots for the students specifically related to have fun; they 

can be chosen and adapted by the teacher, and expositors depending on 

the course, the ages, and the number of students in the class. One of the 

activities promotes a self-work and the others just give the teacher the 

chance to evaluate and promote an integral and cooperative 

development. 

 
 
 

SCIENTIFIC FACT: Deficiency in oral expression in the 10th year students of 

Basic Education, in the experimental High School "Veintiocho de Mayo", 

afternoon session in the school year 2018-2019. 

 
 
 

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To determine the influence of conversation workshops 

in improving fluency in Oral Expression through a field investigation, 

bibliographic and statistical study to design conversation workshops in 

improving fluency. 

 
 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: 

 
 To analyze fluency through field research, bibliographical and statistical 

study. 

 To  argue  oral  expression  through  field  research,  bibliographic  and 

statistical study. 

 To design conversation workshops in improving fluency through 

empirical and theoretical interpretation of the data obtained. 

 
 
 

RESEARCH PROBLEM: How do the conversation workshops influence in Oral 

Expression in 10th year students of Basic Education in the experimental high 

school "Veintiocho de Mayo", afternoon session in the 2018-2019 school year? 
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INTERROGANTS OF THE INVESTIGATION: 
 
 

 
1) What theoretical supports argue the Influence of conversation workshops in 

improving fluency in Oral Expression? 

2) Which proposal allows to transform the diagnosed conflict situation? 

 
3) Which solution allows to improve the fluency in Oral Expression? 

 
4) What are some of the theories concerning the design of a Didactic Guide 

for improving the oral skills in English? 

5) What is the real situation of the students’ oral skills in “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Educational Institution? 

6) What methodology do English teachers use to teach spoken English in 

“Veintiocho de Mayo” Educational Institution? 

7) How can teachers help their students feel motivated to speak English? 
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JUSTIFICATION 
 
 

 
Language is a tool for communication along with the four language 

skills we can reach proficiency since listening, speaking, reading and writing 

are all interconnected; which is necessary to become an accomplished 

communicator. It is known that English has become an international 

language since long time ago, it is spoken, taught and understood in many 

countries quite apart from those native speaker’s countries. This is because 

English is nowadays in many industries including education, business, 

technology, etc. Most of technology’s development, the facilities found on the 

Internet, the access to different websites are carried out in English, this is 

why it is so important to reach others. 

As said before, this language is an instrument that helps us 

communicate with others, especially people from other countries; this is a 

very important part of the learning process. Communication takes place when 

we use what we know as speech, without we cannot communicate. The 

speaking skill is the most important for foreign language learners, without 

speaking there is no point in learning a language it will just cause 

misunderstanding problems. 

Talking is a standout amongst the most troublesome abilities dialect 

students need to confront. Despite this, it has generally been constrained 

away from plain sight while at the same time, educators of English, have 

invested all our classroom energy endeavoring to train our understudies how 

to compose, to peruse and once in a while even to tune in a L2 in light of the 

fact that language structure has a long composed custom (Bueno, Madrid 

and Mclaren, 2006: 321). 

The motivation behind talking in a dialect setting is to advance open 

productivity; teachers need their understudies to utilize the dialect as 

effectively as could be expected under the circumstances and with a reason, 

and  everybody  feels  incorporate  into  this  objective.  Likewise,  individuals 
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frequently esteem talking more than alternate aptitudes, this is the reason 

students feel more tension identified with their oral creation. 

The ability to speak skillfully provides several advantages. One of this 

is to improve fluency, when speaking a language all the previous knowledge 

they have moved to the front of their mind; improving their fluency and their 

memory. Another advantage is to inform, convince and direct; this is 

speaking clearly and confidently to increase the attention of the audience one 

is talking to. Speaking is important for career accomplishments and can 

enhance a person’s personal life, it widens the options in job choices. 

Speaking helps increase the person´s faith in his abilities. It is a new 

opportunity to help others. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
 

 
Below is the consultation of other projects with similar titles to this 

project in order to extract information for this work. 

 
 
 

One of those projects was “The development of the ludic techniques to 

improve the oral expression with the proposal to design of a pamphlet with 

innovative strategies to improve the oral expression, made by the authors 

Jessica Game Delgado and Susana Moncayo Velez of Universidad de 

Guayaquil of the year 2015, that was applied at the school Monseñor 

Leonidas Proaño in students of eighth year of basic education in the school 

year 2015-2016”. 

The problem presented here is the little interest in oral activities that 

are often repetitive and that are not even well worked as they should be. 

They are activities created by the teacher who is still an outdated way of 

teaching without often stimulating the participation of students. 

Another project was “Influence of group work activities in the 

development of the speaking skill with the proposal to design of a system of 

collaborative activities set to focus on group work activities for speaking, 

made by the authors Santiago Arteaga Guerrero and Yolanda Jácome 

Bejarano of Universidad de Guayaquil of the year 2017, that was applied at 

the school Rita Lecumberri in students of the first year Bachillerato in the 

period 2016-2017”. 

Providing outdated activities to students without the monitoring of 

technical   dynamics   and   strategies   brings   as   a   consequence   a   low 
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development in speaking. Students lose the desire to improve by practicing 

with the same strategies. 

And the  project “The influence of the motivational activities in the 

development of the oral expression with the proposal to design of a didactic 

guide with motivational activities for the development of the, made by the 

author Victor Balon of Universidad de Guayaquil of the year 2016, that was 

applied at the school Provincia de Imbabura in students of tenth year of basic 

education in the school year 2015-2016”. 

The lack of motivation is another problem evidenced by the students 

because it is necessary to provide more ludic activities to encourage them 

using music and audiovisual activities for example. 

It can be likened to this project with the previous three that the low 

performance in oral expression is due to the lack of activities that strengthen 

it, activities of which can be worked in the right way with a structure of 

strategies and techniques more playful and dynamics as a proposal for a 

project that can be totally varied depending on the causes and the search for 

how to better or resolve a conflict situation. 

 
 
 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 
 
 

 
THE NATURE OF THE CONVERSATION 

 
 

 
DEFINITION 

 
One of the many paradoxes that affect the conversation is that, 

despite or precisely because of its omnipresent character in daily life, it tends 

to go extremely unnoticed. In fact, there are few everyday situations in which 

two or more people coincide in the same place and time without talking, that 

is, without oral communication among them. However, it is noticed great 

differences in the resulting interaction between a guide and visitors to a 
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museum, a saleswoman, and her client or some friends drinking coffee. 

Although in all cases these are oral interactions, probably only the last one 

constitutes a conversation. So, what exactly is it to talk about? Finding an 

adequate answer to this question is as difficult as fixing the very existence of 

the conversation, because how can one define what is not different from the 

normal? 

The truth is that, intuitively, there are two associations that a user of 

the language makes with respect to the conversation: we relate it, on the one 

hand, with processes and, on the other, with characteristics, and, thus, It 

associates the term conversation with terms such as colloquial language, 

repetitions, phrases ... that seem to indicate a specific register of the 

language. 

These two aspects, that of  the processes and that of the 

characteristics, are reflected in the two perspectives commonly adopted to 

analyze oral communication according to its double dimension (Lamíquiz 

1994): on the one hand, it can be considered as a dynamic activity, as 

energy, as a process, subject to certain conditions of production; on the other 

hand,  it  also  constitutes  the  result  of  that  same  activity,  the  ergon,  the 

product, and, as such, presents certain linguistic characteristics. Van Dijk 

(1980:  241)  5  uses  two  different  terms  for  these  two  dimensions  of 

conversation: the colloquium (conversation) is a unit of social interaction that 

consists of an ordered series of actions (linguistic) and is defined in relation 

to a context social, while the conversation (speaking) is an abstraction of 

Linguistics, is the textual unit composed of the ordered series of statements 

expressed in  the colloquium. As Schegloff (1995: 186)  states, the 

conversation is not a type of discourse, but an activity that creates discourse. 

It will approach the nature of the conversation, therefore, starting from 

the communicative  activity as a whole to break it down into successive 

divisions. 

Following Cestero (2005), it is possible to classify oral communicative 

activities in two types, depending on whether or not they attend to the 

interaction feature. The communicative activities without interaction would be 
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mono-logical, in front of the interactive activities or dialogues, characterized 

in turn by the fulfillment of three conditions: 

 Alternation, since there is no proper interaction without interlocutors 

successively passing from the speaker-emitter role to the listener- 

receiver, regardless of the length and frequency of their interventions, 

called shifts. 

 Feedback, since among these interventions a coherent link must be 

given; if this does not exist it cannot talk about interaction, but of 

successive monologues and it is what is popularly known as 'dialogue of 

breams'. 

 Duality in the shift system, which involves shifts of two types: those that 

transmit the semantic content and those that involve active listening 

signals (yes, of course, already, hm), whose function is not to 

communicate a new content, but to fulfill with the rules of cooperation on 

which the interactive ritual is based (Cots 1995) and guarantee that 

communication channels remain open. 

In turn, the dialogues can be classified into three groups, taking into 

account functional (internal structuring) and social or sociolinguistic features. 

According to the degree of "conventionalization and internal structuring" 

(Cestero 2000a: 18), that is to say, considering the extent to which these 

activities are prepared and programmed in advance and to what extent there 

is an authority that oversees compliance with an underlying script and the 

allocation of speaking turns, It would find, from one end of the scale to 

another, activities such as the trial, the roundtable, the debate, the class and, 

finally, as an example of improvised communicative activity, the 

conversation. 

Within the improvised activities, it is necessary, however, to apply the 

criterion of the social purpose to distinguish the conversation from other 

communicative exchanges that are not institutionalized or follow fixed 

structural guidelines, such as buying and selling, medical consultation or 

mentoring between teacher and student. In this way, unplanned dialogue 

activities are divided into transactional (when the objective is the exchange of 
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information or goods and services) and interpersonal activities (when they 

are intended to establish or maintain social relationships). The latter would be 

the case in the conversation, as it is understood in this work. 

Within the conversation, It can make another subclassification by 

applying the tenor variable (Poynton 1985), concerning the relationships 

between the participants. According to the criteria of social distance, prior 

knowledge or the degree of affection among the conversationalists, Burns et 

al. (1996) distinguish between formal conversations (with imbalance of 

power, as in the case of a teacher and a student speaking at an end-of-year 

party) or informal (with balance of power, as in the case of two colleagues) . 

These, in turn, can be divided between polite (when participants do not know 

or have no confidence between them) and consolidated. 

 
 
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONVERSATION 

 
This 'technical' definition of what conversation does not account, 

however, for conversational activity in all its complexity. Each of these 

characteristics (oral, spontaneous, in presence, interactive and interpersonal) 

has wide consequences for the participants and implies, in turn, the use of 

certain linguistic resources, which it will consider in detail below. 

The Conversation is Oral Language 

 
As such, the presence of para- and supra-verbal elements is very 

frequent in it. An uff or a yuk can be much more expressive than any 

verbalization of tiredness or disgust. Likewise, the intonation allows 

expressing a variety of nuances, from joy to sadness, through irony, 

reproach, order or flattery, unattainable through writing. 

The Conversation is Spontaneous and Occurs in Real Time 

 
Conversation is an activity with a high degree of unpredictability, its 

very nature implies doing it on the fly. Spontaneity is linked to immediacy. 

This means that the speakers do not have time to plan the utterances and 

the listeners do not have the possibility of going back over what they have 
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heard. The conversation occurs in real time or, in the words of Calsamiglia 

(1991: 44), in it "the process of linguistic elaboration and its result coincide". 

These extreme  circumstances under which the conversation takes 

place, what Bygate (1987) calls processing conditions, give rise to specific 

characteristics of conversational discourse10 that can be summarized in two 

groups: those that are intended for facilitation, that is, to simplify the task of 

constructing discourse, and those that respond to compensation 

mechanisms, that is, small modifications to fix the 'defects' that occur in the 

course of it. 

Among the first, it is worth mentioning the patterns of syntactic and 

lexical organization, which are different from those of a non-spontaneous 

exchange. In this way, the conversational language is characterized by 

cumulative or concatenated syntax (Narbona 1988; Briz 1998).  The 

discourse is constructed phrase by sentence, rather than prayer by prayer. 

This explains why coordination or parataxis is preferred to subordination or 

hypotaxis, as in the following fragment: 

As for the lexicon, all the resources that avoid having to look for a 

complicated expression or that help to buy time to find it are very valuable. It 

is usual for the speaker to repeat speech segments, both from the previous 

turn and from his own, or to make use of fixed, 'prefabricated' formulas, 

available for use at any time. In the same sense, proformas or wild-type 

words, with a wide semantic extension and low lexical density, work (Briz 

2000). 

The Conversation takes Place in the Presence 

 
Independently of the characteristics that it has indicated, in the 

conversation, because it is a "dialogue in presence" (Briz 1998: 42), there is 

an abundant number of exophoric elements (pronouns, deictic) and ellipses, 

because everything that does not it is said that it can be reconstructed by 

context-in a broad sense. This coincidence of speakers in the same space 

and time also favors the use of kinetic and proxemic codes. The assent, the 

arching of eyebrows  to  express  surprise, the smile to  show  empathy ... 
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contribute in such a way to the maintenance of communication that this 

would almost be impossible without them, at least among Spanish speakers. 

In the same way, decisive elements when interpreting a message are 

the speed or slowness with which a word or a statement is pronounced, the 

duration of the breaks within an intervention or the speed at which the turns 

take place. From the study of time in human communication the chronémica 

has been occupied and, for all the aspects mentioned above, a category has 

been created: interactive time (Cestero 2000b). 

The Conversation is Interactive 

 
It has already pointed out the fact that conversation is a type of 

communicative activity in which shifts alternate and, with them, the roles of 

speaker and listener. But this, which in principle can be applied to other 

events as disparate as police interrogation or the roundtable, in the 

conversation is concretized in a feature that Tannen (1989) and Jacoby and 

Ochs (1995) call co-construction: 

Conversation is less a matter of two (or more) people alternating 

between the roles of speakers and listener, but that is more a joint production 

in which not only is the audience a co-author, but the speaker is also a co- 

listener (Tannen 1989: 12). 

Conversation is, therefore, a reciprocal interaction in which statements 

are not simply affirmed, but negotiated (Carter 1997: 18). The negotiation of 

meaning is, precisely, one of the hallmarks of the conversation. This term 

designates a series of resources used by the participants in the conversation 

to ensure that mutual understanding of the message takes place. The 

negotiation of meaning "obliges, but at the same time allows, adapting the 

messages to what the interlocutor knows and to take note of the new 

knowledge that emerges during the conversation" (Bygate 1987: 17). 

The Conversation is Interpersonal 

 
But what most distinguishes the conversation from other interactive 

encounters  is  the  objective  of  the  communication,  which  determines  the 
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relationships that are established between the participants and the 

management of the interaction itself. This allows us to differentiate between 

different communicative situations even if the same people take part in them. 

A teacher and a student at the time of tutoring, no matter how relaxed the 

relationship between them, will only talk about academic topics. Once the 

subject for which  the student comes at the time of consultation of their 

teacher has been treated, the tutoring ends. If these same people are at the 

tail of the cinema, maybe they talk about school or university, maybe not, it 

will simply depend on them. Likewise, the beginning or end of the 

conversation will be reached by mutual agreement, without being given in 

advance. In the first case, the thematic agenda is set, since the main purpose 

is to exchange information. In the second, it is free, as is the turn taking and 

the right to start or close the meeting, because there is no goal or this is not 

tangible. The sole purpose is to establish or strengthen personal 

relationships. The latter is possible because there are no hierarchies among 

the participants of a conversation or, as in the case of the student and the 

teacher, they are temporarily suspended. This is what van Lier (1996) calls 

symmetrical relationships versus equal relationships: 

Equity alludes to factors extraneous to the discussion, for example, 

status, age, part, and other social and societal components that choose one 

individual has more influence or is 'more critical' (or more educated, savvier, 

more extravagant, et cetera) than another Symmetry alludes absolutely to the 

discussion and the collaboration itself ... symmetry alludes to the equivalent 

appropriation of rights and obligations in the talk (p 175, emphasis in 

original). 

The Structure of the Conversation 

 
Although, as it has defined, the conversation is an unplanned activity, 

this does not mean that it lacks structure or that it is too variable or chaotic to 

be analyzed. On the contrary, the conversation activity works thanks to well- 

defined mechanisms and principles and is perfectly organized at the global 

level (the general structure) and at the local level (the shifts and their 

relationships). These two levels, or the macro level and the micro level, as 
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they have also been called (van Dijk 1980), give us the clue as to what 

'happens' while the participants have a conversation. 

Within  the  overall  structure  of  the  Spanish  conversation,  Moreno 

Fernández (1998) identifies the basic phases that are explained below: 

 The preparation aims, as the name suggests, to prepare or announce the 

interaction. This category is optional and, when it is given, it can be done 

through verbal or non-verbal signs (Cestero 2005: 59). 

 The opening formally establishes the beginning of the conversation. It 

consists of the greeting and the preliminaries, a series of questions about 

the health, the family or the current situation (How are you? What are 

you doing?). The different types of conversation mentioned above 

(formal, informal, courteous or consolidated) give rise to different forms 

of greeting and preliminaries since it is in the opening that the 

"relationships of power and solidarity that exist between the interlocutors" 

are manifested (Moreno Fernández 1998: 166). 

 The orientation, the object of the conversation and the conclusion form 

the core of the conversation and are recursive categories, that is, they 

can be repeated successively. Orientation prepares, through a question 

or a comment, the way to reach the object of the conversation, the raison 

d'être of  the meeting. Finally, the conclusion contains synthesis 

sentences, evaluations, and contributions from the interlocutor through 

which the finalization is acknowledged and accepted (Cestero 2005: 61) 

15. 

 The ending marks the end of the conversation and consists, like the 

opening, of two  parts, the preparation of the  farewell, in which it is 

verified that all the interlocutors agree to end the conversation and the 

interaction as a whole is valued ( It has been a pleasure) or when the 

next meeting will take place (See you tomorrow), and the 'real' farewell, 

which can also consist of verbal formulas (Goodbye) and non-verbal (a 

handshake, a hug , two kisses). 

In  the  case  of  the  Spanish  conversation,  the  termination,  by  its 

extension and complexity, "differs substantially from that which occurs in 
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most of the cultures studied, in which it consists, only, of the final farewell, 

preceded, in some cases, for a preparation "(Cestero 2005: 62). In general, 

both the termination and the opening are very sensitive categories to the 

social and cultural context in which the conversation takes place and, 

especially, to the relationships between the participants. That is why in these 

phases it can find a large number of ritualized formulas, both verbal and non- 

verbal, particular to each culture. 

In the interface between the macro level and the micro are the 

sequences, units of three or more shifts with pragmatic coherence, that is, 

when they fulfill a  certain function in the conversation, or with semantic 

coherence, when they present a specific thematic relation (Cestero 2005: 

52). The classic study of conversational sequences in the Spanish language 

was carried out by Gallardo (1993a) from the perspective of perceptive 

linguistics. According to this author, we can distinguish between frame 

sequences and thematic sequences: 

The frame sequences have a purely functional character and appear 

to frame the rest of conversational exchanges: they act as a border between 

"the conversation, which stands out as a figure" and "a blurred background 

that is the absence of verbal contact, the silence that precedes and follows 

that contact "(p. 73). The frame sequences can be of opening and closing 

and coincide with the phases of opening and termination indicated above. 

In the topical or thematic sequences, the content of the conversation 

is developed. They can be, in turn, of several types: 

The narrative sequences are those in which, throughout a series of 

thematically related turns, a story is transmitted. It is the transmission of 

meanings from the narrator to the listener that is in the foreground and not 

the behavior or verbal interaction between the interlocutors. This is 

transferred to the structural plane since these sequences are characterized 

by an asymmetrical distribution of shifts: the narrator monopolizes the turn 

taking through long shifts, while the rest of the interlocutors limit themselves 

to the role of the listener by issuing confirmation turns or support for. 
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On the contrary, in the conformity or concordance sequences, "the first 

speaker is directly oriented to obtain a specific verbal behavior from the 

interlocutor" (p.135) and the objective is the alignment in the same discursive 

action (question-answer, opinion-comment, suggestion-acceptance / 

rejection) 16. As a result, participants emit approximately the same amount of 

speech through short, quick turns. 

The sequences of narration and concordance allow us to account for 

most of the daily conversation17. A similar classification of conversational 

sequences is carried out by Eggins and Slade (1997). For these authors, the 

conversation comprises, from the point of view of the interactive structure, 

two types of sequences. 

Extremely interactive sequences, in which there is a rapid alternation 

of turns and no participant keeps the floor for a long time. 

Along with these, other types of genres very common in the 

conversation are  gossip (pejorative comments about absent people) and 

opinion sequences, in which speakers propose, elaborate, defend and 

exchange views about people, objects or events. To all opinion, it is followed 

by a reaction that, in the case of disagreement, is supported by evidence, 

after which it is necessary to reach a resolution. 

From the analysis of the conversational macrostructure, important 

implications for the teaching of an LE can be extracted. In the first place, as it 

has pointed out before, "the internal structuring of the different sequences 

can vary culturally" (Cestero 2005: 57), so this should be an aspect included 

in all programming of foreign language teaching. But, in addition, each type 

of sequence is associated with some lexico-grammatical features that can be 

analyzed and defined and can then also be taught in their authentic context 

of production. Thus, with respect to English, Carter and McCarthy (1997) 

criticize the 'obsession' of certain textbooks for teaching opinion verbs 

(suggest, agree, disagree) completely out of context, when in fact, in a 

sequence of opinion. 
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Verbs such as suggest, agree, and disagree are unlikely to be used 

very frequently. Instead, speakers simply state their position, but usually 

soften it by using modal verbs, especially could [...]. Words such as suggest, 

agree and disagree are more likely to occur [...] for reporting such functions 

rather than actually performing them (page 144). 

In the same way, Silva-Corvalán (1987) identifies a predominant verb 

tense for each phase of the narration in Spanish: the verbs that appear in the 

summary phase usually go in the indefinite preterit, in the orientation they 

appear, mostly, in  imperfect, whereas in the coda the predominant verb 

tenses are the indefinite and the historical present. Contextualized in this 

way, along with coherent conversational sequences rather than through 

isolated statements, the use of past tenses in Spanish might cease to be so 

cryptic for many of the suffering students. 

With all its interest, this type of synoptic analysis does not pay 

attention to the spontaneous and dynamic character of the conversation - nor 

to all the characteristics associated with these factors19. It needs, therefore, 

a model capable of describing the microstructure of the conversation, since it 

is precisely at the micro level where the cooperative phenomena that 

characterize the conversation as an interactive process and that, it is 

believed, can cause the greatest difficulties for ELE students. 

 
 
 

IMPORTANCE THE STUDY OF THE CONVERSATION 

 
The sixties of the twentieth century are characterized by  being  a 

period of effervescence in the scientific scene and, if it had to summarize the 

axis around which this small revolution revolves, it would undoubtedly choose 

two words: language and society. Not only humanistic disciplines charge an 

unusual popularity against the exact sciences, but also, many of the changes 

that take place in them have as a common denominator the interest in 

language and its function in human relations. Consequently, there was 

practically no discipline within the social sciences that did not set out to 

analyze what happens when two or more individuals interact through the 
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language. Thus, within the Philosophy, the Pragmatic is born and with it the 

study of language in relation to its users. For its part, Sociology discovers (or 

rediscovers) the function of language as a means of social interaction. As a 

consequence of this, a new, frontier discipline arises, Sociolinguistics, which 

will take care of showing the reciprocal relationships that are established 

between language and society. Similarly, within the scientific study of human 

groups, anthropology becomes interested in linguistic communication as an 

integral part of the culture. 

As can be seen in Figure 2, and this is another of the paradoxes that 

affect the conversation, most of the efforts to understand the spoken 

language come from disciplines alien to linguistics. When, as it shall see 

later, the works of the Birmingham school begin to be published, the only 

strictly linguistic current that it is going to review here, philosophers, 

sociologists, and anthropologists have been investigating the characteristics 

of the language in contexts of several years. While it cannot fail to mention 

the early quote from Firth recommending the study of the conversation as 

being in it where "it will find the key to a better understanding of what 

language really is and how it works" (1957: 32) 21, it is true that neither he 

nor his contemporaries undertook this enterprise. European linguistics, 

dominated in those years by Saussure's structuralism, and the American 

one, influenced by Chomsky's formalism, put the emphasis on langue and 

competition, on abstraction and not on realization, on the system and not on 

in use. 

What is perhaps even more paradoxical is that, as Taylor and 

Cameron (1987: 4-5) have pointed out, all social sciences were actually 

influenced by the fame and prestige of Chomsky's linguistics, "attracted by 

the idea of reducing human behavior to a set of generative rules (preferably 

elegant) ". As it will see below, all approaches share, more or less explicitly, 

the same method of analysis based on rules and units especially typical of 

linguistics models. Its preoccupations are with segmentation, classification, 

and the combination. Types and tokens, syntagms and paradigms -these are 

the classic concerns of descriptive and structural grammar, and they are 
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present to  a high  degree  in  most currently influential approaches to  the 

conversation (page 3). 

It will begin, then, with the Theory of the Acts of Speech of Austin 

(because chronologically it can be considered the first and its ideas underlie 

all the other approaches) and Grice's Pragmatics, which shares the same 

logical-philosophical presuppositions. It will continue with Discourse 

Analysis22, a clearly linguistic approach. Finally, it will summarize four lines 

of research,  Ethnography of Communication, Symbolic Interactionism, 

Sociolinguistics of Interaction and Conversation Analysis, from border 

disciplines such as Anthropology and Sociology, focus on linguistic behavior 

from an interactional perspective. 

 
 
 

The Philosophy of Language 

 
Philosophy of Language is the branch of philosophy focused on 

studying the meaning, reference and implications of sentences and their 

parts. For the traditional positivist logic, statements only affirm something of 

reality and, therefore, can only be judged in terms of true or false. 

 
 
 

TYPES OF CONVERSATION 

 
The Theory of Speech Acts 

 
The title of the book is by itself very significant: the language in use is 

not only a means of expression, but a real tool to carry out the most diverse 

intentions, that is, to perform or, in English, performance. From there arises 

the term of performative speech acts, statements in which 'saying' is equal to 

'doing' and which must be judged according to the success or failure of the 

action undertaken, as opposed to the constatives, until then the only ones 

that had taken into account the philosophical logic. 

The consolidation of this theory came from the hand of Searle (1969), 

who  modifies  this  classification  of  the  statements  into  two  exclusive 
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categories (constants and performatives) to affirm that each statement 

contains in itself a triple dimension: the literal meaning or locution force (It is 

hot here), the intention with which it is said (opens the window) and the effect 

that causes force (The window opens). As Calsamiglia and Tusón (1999: 22) 

point out, this distinction is crucial "since it places the process of 

interpretation of intentions within the framework of the conversation and, as a 

consequence, social and cognitive factors are incorporated into the study of 

the statements". Searle attempts to incorporate speech acts into linguistic 

theory, offering "a more grammatical point of view that can account for the 

correlations between speech acts and syntactic structures" (Fernández Silva 

1998: 66). In this sense, he proposes a classification of performative verbs 

into five categories: representative, directive, compromising, expressive and 

declarative. These categories correspond to the functions it can be carried 

out with language: saying how things are, trying to get things from others, 

committing to do things, expressing feelings and changing situations through 

words. 

This classification, observed in detail, is still problematic. As Hatch 

(1992) points out, it is not always easy (and even less if there are only 

isolated statements) to assign the intention with which a statement is said. 

That is, the illocutionary force does not reside in the act of speech itself, but 

in the speaker who issues it. On the other hand, there are verbs (and with 

them, statements) that can give rise to several speech acts and, in the same 

way, a speech act can be expressed through different statements, with which 

Searle's attempt to classifying a potentially infinite number of statements 

according to a finite number of functions, although interesting as a theoretical 

description, is quite complicated to put into practice. 

The viability of the Theory of Speech Acts for the analysis of 

conversations is, despite being a fundamental discipline for the study of the 

language in use, quite limited. In the first place, it is a theoretical framework 

that works with artificial language samples, invented ad hoc, and brief, of two 

or three sentences at most, and, therefore, can only be applied to equally 

brief language samples. Secondly, it deals only with the level of the 

statement and usually forgets that every speech act is inserted in a sequence 
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and is linked to a response, thus ignoring the relevant role of the context and 

the interlocutor. In this way, the analysis is limited to "identifying and labeling" 

isolated speech acts (Hatch 1992: 135). Finally, and what in their opinion is 

much more important, it is not a satisfactory proposal for the holistic study of 

the conversation, since 'saying' is not always equal to 'doing', especially in an 

activity so exposed to 'talking' for talking'. 

The Grice Pragmatics 

 
The Theory of the Acts of Speech laid the foundations of what is 

known as the pragmatics of enunciation or egologist perspective (Gallardo 

1993a), since, as it has been pointed out before, it only considers the point of 

view of the speaker. An extension of the approach comes from the theories 

of Grice (1975), who, being interested in the relations between logic and 

conversation, starts from the intention of the speaker to include the listener 

and his efforts to understand the message, perspective which automatically 

takes into account the context (the moment of the sequence) in which the 

sentences are produced. 

Grice observed that there are certain principles, shared by the 

participants, about which contributions are more plausible at a given moment 

in the discourse. These regulatory principles that govern the succession of 

statements, something like the rules of the game of communication, were 

formulated by Grice in the form of maxims that cover four different aspects: 

the maximum quantity is the one that regulates the degree of informativity of 

a contribution, which must be adequate for the purposes of the interaction; 

the maxim of quality is that which deals with the truth of the statements and 

fulfilling it implies making statements that are believed to be true or about 

which there is evidence; respecting the maximum of relevance, on the other 

hand, means making relevant contributions to the content of the 

conversation; and the maximum of way, finally, is the one that is related to 

the mode (clear, brief, unequivocal, ordered) in which something has to be 

said. Together, they are summarized in the Cooperation Principle: 
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Make your conversational commitment as is required, at the phase at 

which it happens, by the acknowledged reason or bearing of the discussion 

trade in which you are locked in (Grice 1975: 45). 

The Ethnography of Communication 

 
This branch of anthropology, in principle very far from the rational 

logical-philosophical point of view and the aseptic analysis in units and 

linguistic levels that it has just been seen in the previous approaches, arises 

with the intention of uniting under the same framework two disciplines so 

different in methods, principles and theories such as linguistics and 

anthropology, through the study of an object of common interest (and 

forgetting): communication. 

For anthropologists-linguists of the early twentieth century such as 

Sapir or Whorf, language conditions our conception of the world, in such a 

way that the study of a culture is inseparable from the study of its language. 

For the Prague School, each verbal structure is impregnated with a certain 

function. Hymes, in the decades of the sixties and seventies, picks up these 

postulates to found a new discipline, the Ethnography of Communication, 

interested in "observing the functions that certain linguistic behaviors have in 

a speech community and in the way that members of the community use 

various types of speech to perform those functions "(Boxer 2004: 14), that is, 

to understand the culture through linguistic interactions, given that 

The way it is communicated with each other is constrained by culture 

(simply because it is a part of the culture), but it also reveals and sustains the 

culture. From an analytical standpoint, an analysis of the patterns that are 

formed when we communicate this contributes to their understanding of the 

culture (Schiffrin 1994: 139). 

These "patterns" of regularity in behavior among members of a group 

(acting) are revealed  as the external manifestation of a deeper level of 

knowledge (competence). The task of Ethnography of Communication 

consists, therefore, in discovering and explaining that shared  knowledge 

base, in other words, "what the individual needs to know about the use of 
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language to be a functional member of the community" ( Saville-Troike 1996: 

353). For this, it is necessary a model of analysis of the descriptive norms 

(typical behaviors in a specific community and in a specific context) and 

prescriptive (related to how one should 'act' and that reflect an ideal cultural 

perception) that govern the different events communicative that can be given 

in a society: a conversation at a party, a master class, a job interview, a trial, 

the purchase of an object ..., that is, those "activities or aspects of activities 

that are directly governed by rules or rules for the use of speech "(Hymes 

1972a: 56). 

Hymes not only unites anthropology and linguistics in the object of 

study but also in the methods used for the analysis. Anthropology adopts the 

method of participatory observation: through participation in various 

communicative events of a culture, the observer can discover what is 

important, what is 'what counts' for the members of that culture. From 

linguistics the tools are taken to carry out the analysis, resorting to division 

into rules and units. In this way, an object of analysis such as communication 

can be studied through a template (grid) in which all the components that can 

intervene in a communicative event are included: situation, participants, 

purposes, the sequence of events, key, instruments, norms, and gender. It is 

the speaking model, acrostic formed by the initials in English of the eight 

elements and that includes in detail all the components of what linguistics 

has generally labeled (and consequently ignored) as context. The task of the 

observer will then be to establish by means of this template (Figure 3) what is 

relevant, the emic, in each communicative event. 

The objective of the Ethnography of Communication consists, 

therefore, in analyzing the relationship that exists between the components 

and the rules of each communicative event, something that each member of 

a cultural group or speech community dominates more or less consciously. 

This domain is what Hymes (1972b) called communicative competence, a 

concept that is presented as a reaction to linguistic competence, conceived 

by Chomsky (1965) as the implicit and perfect knowledge possessed by the 

ideal speaker-listener of a language to understand and produce infinite 

grammatical statements (and distinguish them from those that are not). The 
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Hymes article was written for a symposium on mentally handicapped children 

and it is easy to understand how, in that framework, the ideal speaker-hearer 

notion as the sole object of study of linguistic theory was completely 

inadequate. For the author, it was necessary to resort to a broader vision of 

competence that included the ability to produce sentences, not only correct 

within a system, but also appropriate to the situation and the context. This 

capacity was little manifested in the dichotomy between competition 

(underlying) / acting (real) proposed by generative linguistics, because to 

produce an adequate statement an underlying knowledge of what Hymes 

calls rules of use and "without which the rules of grammar would be useless 

"(1972b: 278), that is, the competence related to" when to speak, when not 

and what to talk to whom, when, where, in what way "(p 277). 

The concept of communicative competence meant a real revolution in 

the  field  of  language  teaching,  especially  as  regards  the  selection  of 

curricular contents. While the notion of speech act meant attending, at last, to 

the  functions  carried  out  through  the  utterances  and  not  only  to  the 

grammatical correctness of them, communicative competence implies taking 

into account all the syntactic, lexical and phonological variants that do not 

they transmit only referential information, but also they give account of the 

social, economic or regional ascription of the speaker. In the same way, 

communicative  competence  includes  knowledge  of  the  conventions  that 

regulate  the  verbal  behavior  of  the  interlocutors.  Different  patterns  of 

interaction such as the amount and speed of speech or the length of shifts 

can be viewed and assessed differently depending on the situation or culture. 

However, although the concept of communicative competence "is one 

of the most powerful organizational tools that have emerged in the social 

sciences" (Saville-Troike 1989: 21), ethnographic observation models are not 

the most adequate to carry out an analysis of the microelements of the 

interaction, such as shifts, supports or interruptions. 
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ORAL EXPRESSION 
 
 

 
DEFINITION 

 

It is the linguistic skill and the communicative capacity of a person that 

includes the domain of the pronunciation, of the lexicon, the grammar of the 

target language and socio-cultural and pragmatic knowledge to transmit 

desires, needs, thoughts, and ideas through the use of components (Moats 

2010): syntactic (word order and grammar rules), semantic (the meaning of 

word or phrases), pragmatic (the social rules of communication), 

morphological skills (the meaning of word forms and parts) and phonological 

structures of language (an awareness of sounds). 

 
 
 

CHARACTERISTICS 

 
According to (Salin, 2014), it is essential to likewise manage the earlier 

quote that understudies need to talk in English yet they feel embarrassed due 

to the etymological they need to manage. Truth be told the English dialect 

isn't just talking yet every one of those skills that need to do with the 

discharge of words appropriate and precisely; English has more consonants 

and vowel sounds that should be focused in the event that it isn't needed 

another setting to be comprehended. A decent oral skill happens, with 

numerous other capacities withdrawing from disposition to an innumerable of 

different positions that decide an area of new words, and a decent elocution. 

The movement of talking does not just rely upon the capability as 

such, it likewise relies upon two actioners, the producer, and the beneficiary, 

where a decent counter position plays a critical role, in light of the fact that if 

there is a great pronouncer for this situation the producer, the recipient won't 

have any issue in comprehension, then again if the beneficiary is certainly 

not a decent audience, all the intuitiveness turns into a wreck. So what it is 

proposed to be said is that in the movement of a decent oral articulation, two 

are the principal components that are associated with the talking capability. 
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For the (Productive Skills 2004), the advancement of new vocabulary 

is an action which envelops every one of the abilities of a dialect what's 

more, will be a progressing challenge for all students. With this, vocabulary is 

an experience with new words with which one can enhance lecturing thus 

assist understudies with extending all the more, saying new words, changing 

new ones into basic positions for then do it a down to earth process by which 

mental innovativeness is created on an issue. 

Accuracy when talking, comments particular snapshots of the skill. 

Terrible pressure and poor sound, together with a poor utilization of 

phonetics, the dialect endure miscues that bring the people into blending 

circumstances. In this way, it is critical that the educator is always mindful of 

his/her clearness of elocution and of adjusting/illuminating articulation that is 

off base. (Profitable Skills, 2004). 

Classroom exercises ought to be made a beeline for elocution and 

inflection for a superior area of the oral articulation, the instructor ought to 

continuously be mindful to this worry in the event that he/she truly needs to 

build their understudies' level for playing out a superior talking movement as 

it is the best approach to deliver a precise position of managing the English 

dialect whatever in class or out of it. 

Accuracy during the speaking is an interaction between two people. 

There must be intention especially because it is something significant when 

speaking because gestures and movements do not help much. The gestures 

make the conversation mild for both the receiver and the issuer. 

 
 
 

IMPORTANCE 

 
The development of oral expression provides the basis for the 

development of literacy, it is important also essential for academic 

achievement. And it is essential for success in school. 

Nonverbal communication has signals that should be paid attention for 

possible disastrous concessions. One is that the desired goal by speakers 
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may not be achieved. The transmission of the incorrect message would be 

another consequence. As you know, there are different cultures that use 

gestures and different ways of transmitting messages Aiic (2015). 

Good communication allows students to be able to ask more relevant 

questions, clarify doubts and be a more social person while helping in the 

learning process since this practice gives them the opportunity to have a 

better facility to communicate. 

The production of communication is one that leads to professional 

development. It is important that the student is able to say what he thinks to 

show a favorable image, either to not lose the interest of the listeners, for 

example in a job interview. 

According to Lomas (1999), the teaching of oral communication in 

school is extremely necessary since students need orality to be part of a 

society, under the principles of tolerance and respect that guarantees 

coexistence with others. Social interaction is achieved through oral 

communication. The classroom is presented as a small society where there 

are diverse and varied communication habits. 

Cardona (2011) mentions that oral communication helps to stimulate 

the development the personality of the students in the cognitive, affective, 

behavioral and complex psychological processes, such as self-awareness, 

self-assessment, and levels of self-regulation. 

Within oral communication, there are factors such as posture, gestures 

and facial expressions that are important nonverbal elements to develop 

good skills. "Your outward appearance reflects your inward state of mind," 

Hildebrandt, Murphy, and Thomas affirmed. "In this way, great stance 

recommends balance and certainty; stand neither at unbending consideration 

nor with messy easygoing quality hung over the platform, however, erect with 

your weight about similarly disseminated on each foot." 
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TYPES OF ORAL EXPRESSIONS 

 
According to Rodriguez (1984), the oral expression can be: 

 
Oral Spontaneous Expression 

 
Oral expression occurs spontaneously when it is not done objectively 

or without having planned it before. It is used to attract the attention of others, 

to narrate events that have occurred; express feelings, desires, moods or 

problems; discuss opinions or express points of view. The spontaneous oral 

expression par excellence is a conversation, which is used in everyday 

situations of life. 

Spontaneous oral expression gives the ability to quickly exchange 

ideas among people as a primary goal but may have others as well. The 

person who is speaking is the center of colloquial discourse, addressed to a 

listening 'you'. In turn, the 'you' becomes 'me' when you answer it. 

The structure of the talk is usually open because when it is spoken, 

the text also occurs at the same time. Depending on the reaction of the 

listener, a speech from the sender can be varied, lengthened or shortened. 

Oral Reflexive Expression 

 
When a subject is objective after having thought about it carefully 

before, it is reflexive. This type of oral expression is used in academic 

discourses, conferences, public meetings, etc. and in some media programs 

where the text should be thought before. 

The Reflexive oral expression has the function of attracting, convincing 

or persuading the listener. This type of oral expression has a better structure 

than in spontaneous oral expression. It has a wider and more varied 

vocabulary. 
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ADVANTAGES 

 
Nowadays, oral communication plays an important role as it is 

currently the information age and above all, for the business world it is a vital 

and integral part. "The ability to communicate effectively through speaking as 

well as in writing is highly valued, and demanded, in business," Herta A. 

Murphy, Herbert W. Hildebrandt, and Jane Thomas wrote in their book 

Effective Business Communications (1997). 

The best use for a short situation where you should take quicker ideas 

would be the oral expression. The oral expression facilitates when making 

decisions and conclusions to problems. It is much better to use oral 

communication to resolve and clarify any case or reach agreements. 

Oral communication is defined as the fundamental basis in the 

education of children, adolescents, young people, and adults since it is 

through this that human beings organize in communities to create acts of life 

and be able to solve problems and guarantee social  welfare  (Reyzábal 

1993). 

 
 
 

DISADVANTAGES 

 
There are times when the oral expression is not as effective as other 

ability, for example, the written communication. It lets to have time to 

exchange important information or something to correct that needs to be 

documented using written communication. It also lets to be more retailer to 

express everything that was not expressed orally. It is best to always think 

carefully about which method of expression best fits the objectives. 

 
 
 

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING ORAL EXPRESSION 

 
Not only is it a matter of providing students with activities to develop 

fluency in oral expression. The skills and strategies used should be taken into 
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account so that students can negotiate the meaning and communicate with 

others. (Languages International, 2005). 

Oxford’s (1990) lists strategies divided into two main parts: direct and 

indirect. Direct strategies are those that directly include the target language. 

These strategies must be mentally processed in the language. Indirect 

strategies are those  that do not have direct involvement with the target 

language but that manage the learning. 

Direct Strategies 

 
 Placing new words into a specific circumstance 

 Representing sounds in memory 

 Structured checking on 

 Repeating 

 Formally rehearsing with sounds and composing frameworks 

 Recognizing and utilizing recipes and examples 

 Recombining 

 Practicing naturalistically 

 Using assets for getting and sending messages 

 Reasoning deductively 

 Translating 

 Transferring 

 Switching to the primary language Compensation 

 Getting help 

 Using pantomime or signal 

 Avoiding correspondence incompletely or completely 

 Selecting the theme 

 Adjusting or approximating the message 

 Coining words 

 Using an evasion or equivalent word 

 
Indirect Strategies 

 
 Overviewing and connecting with definitely known material 

 Paying consideration 
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 Delaying discourse creation to center around tuning in 

 Finding out about dialect learning 

 Organizing 26 Setting objectives and targets 

 Identifying the reason for a dialect errand 

 Planning for a dialect undertaking 

 Seeking practice openings 

 Self-checking 

 Self-assessing 

 Using dynamic unwinding, profound breathing, or contemplation Affective 

 Using music 

 Using giggling 

 Making positive articulations 

 Taking dangers astutely 

 Rewarding yourself 

 Listening to your body 

 Using an agenda 

 Writing a dialect learning journal 

 Discussing your emotions with another person 

 Asking for amendment Social 

 Cooperating with peers 

 Cooperating with capable clients of the new dialect 

 Developing social comprehension 

 Becoming mindful of others' considerations and emotions 
 
 

 
TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING ORAL EXPRESSION 

 
Teachers must work with students with techniques such as group 

work, role-play, problem solving and discussion which encourage them to 

take the initiative for communication. With these techniques students 

experience a rich environment with the use of the language. 
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Group Work 

 
Although the need to work with individual activities is also important in 

the classroom, the emphasis has been placed on the use of work with group 

activities, as another dynamic of interaction of the language class. In group 

work students work in smaller units or groups where they can have the 

opportunity to exchange orally. For example, the teacher might want students 

to predict the content of reading a text of five paragraphs. Then, they are 

divided into five groups. Each group selects a paragraph of the text just reads 

and prepares to answer the questions put by the other groups. Each group 

has to scan a paragraph of the text for detailed comprehension and formulate 

questions to test the comprehension of the other groups. The point is to get 

the understudies engaged with oral communication: asking and noting 

questions, concurring and differing certain purposes of passage and 

proposing adjustments. In reality, it is through this sort of errands that 

analysts accept numerous parts of both phonetic and open skill are created 

(Bright & McGregor, 1970). 

Role-play 

 
Role-play is an authentic technique because it involves language use 

19 in real interactive contexts. It provides a format for using elements of real- 

life conversation and communication (Forrest, 1992). 

Role-play involves an element of ‘let’s pretend’; it can offer two main choices: 

 
 They can play themselves in an imaginary situation. 

 Or they can be asked to play imaginary people in an imaginary situation. 

(Byrne, 1976). 

Students usually find a role-playing enjoyable, for example, they might 

be given the role of an angry father awaiting the late return of his middle 

school sun from the football game. Another student could be given the role of 

the sun. Therefore, students have to prepare a dialogue for  their 

presentation. Because role-play imitates real life, the range of language 

functions that might be used expands considerably. The part connections 

among understudies  call for  honing  and creating  sociolinguistic  ability to 
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utilize the dialect aptitudes that are suitable to the circumstance and to the 

characters. 

 
 
 

Problem Solving 

 
In problem-solving, understudies are associated with pooling data to 

take care of an issue through oral articulation and transaction of significance. 

For example, the educator depicts the assignment to the understudies: you 

are stranded on a desert island far from anyplace. There is a new water 

spring on the island, and there are banana trees and coconut palms. The 

atmosphere is mellow. Make a rundown of eight to twelve things which you 

believe are fundamental for survival. Aside from the exercises concentrating 

on the preferences of individual students, which in this way require an 

underlying stage where every understudy takes a shot at his own, the greater 

part of the critical thinking assignments require to combine or gathering work 

all through. In this way, understudies can be requested to take care of the 

issue exclusively or by and large. The last is calling for a helpful 

arrangement. Issue solving exercises request that the students themselves 

influence recommendations, to give reasons, acknowledge, change or reject 

proposals and reasons given by others. 

Discussions 

 
Discussions are any trade of thoughts and assessments either on a 

class premise with the part of the educator as an arbiter and to some degree 

as a competitor, or inside the setting of a gathering, with the understudies 

talking among themselves. It might be an end in itself; a method for creating 

oral articulation through trade of thoughts, feelings, contentions, and 

purposes of perspectives. We can state that this system is student– 

coordinated and teacher– guided talk. For instance, all understudies can be 

requested to peruse a solitary book or story which can be talked about in one 

endless supply of the perusing. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
When you learn, students are involved with cognitive and emotion, so 

the subject of psychology in learning is very important. Vygotsky and David 

Ausubel have an important role in teaching and learning in a psychological 

context. Students are able to do things without the help of anyone with their 

mental capacity as well as with the help of someone else; this is something 

where students learn from the external atmosphere to practice spoken 

language to strengthen cognitive ability. Vygotsky (1987). 

Vygotsky (1962) observes this system to provide skills and strategies. 

It arranges for them to use activities that less equipped students can do but 

with the help of someone else who dominates the subject. 

According to Ausubel (2000), individuals construct their cognitive 

procedure. Ausubel said that in the repetitive learning effect the student 

wants to extract new information with the previously learned with a structure 

psychologically. 

The search for approaches helps the student to associate new related 

ideas in the intellectual structure. In addition to having modern information in 

the psychological system, there is a refinement in the thoughts so that later 

they rectify. Ausubel (2000). 

Working in a group is much better because it is pleasant. Taqi and Al- 

Nough (2014) there is more motivation and confidence to speak in students 

when they work especially with friends. It is much better to work in a group 

because those who have problems to understand or solve something can 

learn from those who know. Those who know transmit their feelings and 

thoughts to others to avoid frustration. 

Ramírez and González (2013) the purpose of working in cooperation 

is to be motivated and collaborate with others with the help of the cognitive 

procedure as it allows the creation of new knowledge. 

Furthermore, Johnson & Johnson (2014) notes that “The more 

individuals work cooperatively with others, the more they see themselves as 
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worthwhile and as having value, the greater their productivity, the greater 

their acceptance and support of others, and the more autonomous and 

independent they tend to be” (p. 843). 

 
 
 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
The formation of values in education is assumed, as, according to 

Martín (2014  page  399) 21 "In short, values affect all and each of the 

dimensions or elements of education - the subject of education: the person 

who, being valuable in itself, increases its value " Porta (2012, page 43). In 

the process of communicative interaction, values such as respect and 

responsibility should be encouraged, so that students can have a better 

development in this skill through work or workshops that encourage group 

camaraderie. 

As part of a review of the common European reference framework, it is 

necessary to establish goals and objectives such as comprehension for the 

development of oral expression. According to Vygotsky's point of view: "each 

head is a world" that is, no matter how much connection there is between the 

thought process and the language process, that is, oral expression, there is 

always an obstacle between them, which can lead them hand but at the 

same time separate them too much from each other. 

For level A2.1 as a general objective, students of the tenth year of 

basic education must have the Ministry of Education, which indicates that the 

student is able to understand phrases and expressions of frequent  use 

related to areas of experience that he considers highly relevant. in your 

environment, how to exchange basic information about yourself and your 

family, shopping, places of interest, occupations, etc. Likewise, it is intended 

that the oral expression in the student is to communicate in English when 

carrying out simple and daily tasks that do not require more than simple and 

direct exchanges of information on familiar and familiar aspects. Among the 

specific objectives for oral expression are: Ask and give simple personal 
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information;  Ask  and give  simple  impersonal  information;  Speak  with  an 

intelligible pronunciation. 

 
 
 

SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
Education is a social environment because school is a place to interact 

with people as well. As a result, there is a relationship between students, 

teachers, other classmates and the community. 

At the time of developing activities socially there is a connection 

between individuals; evidently, here the language is a cultural tool. (Salazar 

2015) group activities lead to an interaction that will help with oral expression. 

This is called a social process where students can easily strengthen social 

skills through their activities. 

In a sociological context, the tasks assigned to group work must also 

be a group and achieve specific goals. With a technique like this, the 

classroom becomes more active, emotional with some joy between the 

teacher and the student (Taqi y Al-Nouh, 2014). The environment will be 

more social with techniques like that. 

Collaborative activities generate the same opportunities for each 

member, for example, to achieve the same goal, there must be mutual help 

so that the success of the group is not just one person, but the whole group. 

Collaborative activities allow the student to increase their vocabulary. 

Another thing that increases is the ability to speak to express ideas and 

share points of view that the teacher can provide as an opportunity. In this 

way, the one and the other learn and understand new vocabulary. 

“When individuals cooperate, they work together to accomplish shared 

goals, and there is a mutual responsibility to work for one’s own success” 

(Johnson & Johnson, 2014, p. 841). This is how there are support and 

responsibility at work in the classmates. 
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PEDAGOGICAL-DIDACTIC FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
It is examined that the pedagogy within the oral expression is 

multidimensional and includes several factors such as: methodological 

instruction, development of the capacity for self-learning, pedagogical and 

curricular domain of the knowledge system and development of an 

alternative thinking, which guide to speak in a clearer, slower way, using 

simple pronunciations and discourses, reformulating the same message 

several times. 

Today, communicative tasks are recommended such as dialogues, 

games, work in pairs and small groups, role plays and other communicative 

activities  within  the  classroom,  which  will  help  improve  oral  expression. 

These  communicative  tasks  based  on  a  real  communication  context  or 

situation have given the communicative approach "a plausible way to achieve 

students' communicative competence, since the tasks provoke in the student 

a need to communicate and create meanings, an essential condition that 

allows, through an internal process, to acquire the language "(Benítez, 2007). 

Along with the continuous improvement of oral expression according 

to the socio-constructivist theory of Vygotsky emphasizes that for a person 

can acquire  a knowledge of a language in its communicative part, it is 

necessary to take into account two aspects: the level in which the person is 

(his level of knowledge development) and the social world that surrounds 

him, because, from the day he is born, this person learns, prospers and 

grows in relation to others. Ackermann (2004). 

 
 
 

LINGUISTICS FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
The programs with communicative activities that favor the 

development of the oral expression ability, allow to put the students  in 

contact with representations of the visual situations in the field of the foreign 

language; as well as allowing lexical and grammatical generalizations to be 

summarized in pictures and other written forms, as well as graphically 

showing the articulation of sounds. 
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In the process of oral expression, understanding is achieved when the 

cognitive structures that the individual already possesses are associated with 

those new cognitive structures. Understanding occurs through the sense- 

perceptual, syntactic and semantic cycles, in which the receiver forms oral or 

graphics, syntactic, semantic, logical, and socio-cultural configurations to 

finally decode the meaning, that is, to know the referent. 

The theory of speech acts was developed by Austin and Searle, who 

define the act of speech as the action of issuing a message in some context, 

with a certain intention or communicative purpose, which highlights the social 

dimension of the activity communicative since the process of interaction 

between individuals in  society is done through speech acts; that is, the 

actions that are carried out in the communicative process for a given 

purpose. 

The communicative act occurs in three planes: interpersonal 

communication (or speech), the communication of ideas (message- 

transmission) and textual communication, and adds that this description of 

the communicative act offers an integral vision of the communication 

process, where they intervene, on the one hand, the sender with a message 

that transmits and, on the other, the receiver that decodes and interprets the 

message. 

For a long time, it was considered that oral expression did not need 

instruction, because it was a skill learned naturally. Considering now the fact 

that orality also develops in formal environments and needs a strict planning, 

it is necessary to instruct students so that they can correctly execute the 

planned oral texts since in orality it would also be possible to distinguish 

between primary discursive genres (simple) and secondary (complex) 

discussion genres. Bakhtin (2008). 

According to Bruner (2006), it recommends activities that have an 

adequate learning when speaking and listening since it depends a lot on its 

importance in the oral interaction, besides that its linguistic development is 

based on its first years in the spoken language. 
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EPISTIMOLOGICAL FOUNDAMENTATION 

 
As indicated by the epistemology required for the understudy at that 

school current, the reality of a right improvement of profitable relational 

abilities in the English dialect is endorsed, bringing about the look for an 

asset that enables the understudy to interface with his genuine condition in a 

way fun loving and engaging so the English dialect learning is completed in 

an unconstrained and contextualized way. 

In connection to the new model of instructing and gaining this vision 

all-encompassing part from the recognizable proof of the issue of the 

individual in its two personally explained perspectives, those that are 

distinguished in the instructive field as (the cognoscenti subject and protest of 

information). 

According to (Shunk, 1997), the coordination amongst learning and 

the lives' problems of the students is the capacity to settle circumstances 

difficult to stand up to. 

The manner in which it is learned things and how we become more 

acquainted with about things is what covers the point of epistemology. The 

ideas engaged with the learning process that incorporates all the consistent 

thinking, feeling of assessments, thoughts, and feelings accumulated in one 

stage of data to perform in a certain assignment, giving us answers for taking 

care of issues by and large. The incitement of the cerebrum and the manner 

in which we decipher data is a portion of the outcomes that happen in the 

epistemological stage demonstrating the distinctive ways that learning plays 

in the scenes of learning. 

The instruments used are strategies and are associated with the 

normal approach. Also included are visual guides, manuals for educators, 

correspondence exercises such as recreations of words, for example, 

scrabble, last call, who am I and others to give some examples. Thanks to 

these activities the students did their own exam with class topics. All 

substitutes  take  advantage  to  be  occupied  with  renewed  amusements; 
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particularly in the case that they include the points with which they can be 

identified. 

 
 
 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

 
The Basic Principles of the Curricular Proposal can be Cummarized as 

follows: 

The communicative language approach: language is best learned as a 

means to interact and communicate and not as a set of knowledge that is 

memorized. 

Student-centered approach: teaching methodologies that reflect and 

respond to the strengths and challenges of the learners, facilitating their 

learning process. 

Thinking skills: learning a foreign language promotes the development 

of thought, as well as the social and creative skills necessary for lifelong 

learning and the exercise of citizenship. 

Integrated Content Learning for Foreign Languages (CLIL): a model 

used to integrate language learning with cultural and cognitive aspects, so 

that the acquisition of this language serves as a motor for the development of 

students. 

International standards: the curriculum is based on internationally 

recognized teaching levels and processes for language learning. (CEFR). 

The Main Objectives of the Curriculum of English as a Foreign Language 

are: 

Develop students' understanding of the world, other cultures and their 

own and their ability to communicate their points of view through the foreign 

language. 
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Develop the personal, social and intellectual skills necessary to reach 

their potential and participate productively in an increasingly globalized world 

that operates in other languages. 

Create a love for learning languages from an early age, through 

interesting and positive learning experiences, in order to encourage the 

motivation of students to continue learning. 

Achieve the exit profile proposed in the national curriculum for EGB 

and BGU. 

The Superior sub-level of the Basic General Education constitutes the 

prelude of the level of Baccalaureate. In this sub-level the students have 

specialist teachers in different areas and the levels of interdisciplinarity and 

epistemological, disciplinary and pedagogical complexity increase. 

That is why the values of the profile of the Ecuadorian Baccalaureate - 

justice, innovation and solidarity - are deepened here through all the 

proposed learning, stimulating the construction of the Good Living society 

and the natural, physical, biological, social and intercultural diversity. 

The worldview of Sumak Kawsay is claimed; Also, problem solving is 

promoted through logical reasoning and hypothetico-deductive thinking; 

citizen participation responsible and committed to health care, reproductive 

and comprehensive; through rational communication and the construction of 

agreements. 

Likewise, the understanding of the social processes of liberation, 

regional integration and construction of alternative social projects to current 

socioeconomic systems and their mechanisms of domination, the valuation of 

work in human history, vindicating the gender, ethnic vision is favored. , 

regional and class, the questioning of all forms of discrimination and the 

defense of human rights. 

In addition, this sub-level enhances the artistic, sports, leisure, literary, 

etc., creation and the use of different languages, in a safe and stimulating 
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environment that values team work and fair play, and that questions the 

influence of stereotyped social representations about the body. 

This set of learnings is worked through the technical and ethical use of 

diverse sources, multimedia, cartographic and ICT resources. 

 
 
 

Articles that support the process: 

 
Agreement No. 0052-14 

 
Freddy Peñafiel Larrea / Minister of Education 

 
5th Section Education 

 
Art. 26.- Education is a right of people throughout their life and an inescapable 

and inexcusable duty of the State. It constitutes a priority area of public policy 

and state investment, guarantee of equality and social inclusion and an 

essential condition for good living. Individuals, families, and society have the 

right and responsibility to participate in the educational process. 

Art. 27.-Education will focus on the human being and guarantee its holistic 

development, within the framework of respect for human rights, the sustainable 

environment and democracy; it will be participatory, obligatory, intercultural, 

democratic, inclusive and diverse, of quality and warmth; will promote gender 

equity, justice, solidarity and peace; It will stimulate critical thinking, art and 

physical culture, individual and community initiative, and the development of 

skills and abilities to create and work. Education is indispensable for knowledge, 

the exercise of rights and the construction of a sovereign country, and 

constitutes a strategic axis for national development. 

Art. 154.- The ministers and ministers of state, in addition to the powers 

established in the law, are responsible for 1. Exercising the stewardship of the 

public policies of the area under their charge and issuing the agreements and 

administrative resolutions required by their management. 

Art. 344.- The national system of education will include the institutions, 

programs, policies, resources and actors of the educational process, as well as 
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actions in the levels of initial, basic and high school education, and will be 

articulated with the higher education system. The State will exercise the rector 

of the system through the national educational authority, which will formulate 

the national education  policy; It will also regulate and control the activities 

related to education, as well as the functioning of the entities of the system. 

Among the additional obligations of the State in the full, permanent 

and progressive fulfillment of the rights constitutional guarantees in 

educational matters prescribed in the Organic Law of Intercultural Education 

(LOEI), advertising in the Second Supplement of the Official Register 417 of 

March 31, 2011, Article 6 contains the following: literal m) "Promote scientific, 

technological and innovation research, artistic creation, the practice of sport, 

the protection and conservation of cultural, natural and environmental 

heritage and cultural and linguistic diversity "; and literal x), "Guarantee that 

the plans and programs of initial, basic and baccalaureate education, 

expressed in the curriculum, encourage the development of skills and 

abilities to create knowledge and encourage the incorporation of citizens into 

the world of work". 

Art. 22 of the LOEI, literal c), establishes among the competences of the 

National Educational Authority: "Formulate and implement educational policies, 

the mandatory national curriculum at all levels and modalities and the quality 

standards of the educational provision, conformity with the principles and 

purposes of this [...] ". 

The LOEI in its article 25 establishes that the National Education Authority 

exercises the rector of the National Education System at the level and 

corresponds to guarantee and ensure full compliance with the constitutional 

guarantees and rights in education, executing direct actions and leading to full 

force, permanent of the Constitution of the Republic; 

The General Regulation to the LOEI, in the article 111 states that 

"public fiscal and private educational institutions can include the qualifier of" 

bilinguals "in their domination, as long as they include at least forty percent 

(40%) of their burden time in the foreign language of the educational 

institution ". 
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With the Ministerial Agreement No. 0224-13 of July 16, 2013, the 

Regulations for the implementation and operation of the International 

Baccalaureate programs in the public and private financial institutions of the 

country were issued; 

With the memorandum No. MINEDUC-SFE-2014-0034-M of February 

27, 2014, the Undersecretary of Educational Foundations of this State 

Portfolio, sends a technical report requesting the National Education 

Authority through a Ministerial Agreement, which makes official the new 

curriculum for Basic General Education; 

In the technical report contained in memorandum No. MINEDUC- 

SFE-2014-003-M mentioned above, it is identified as a problem that "the 

Foreign Language is studied only in the higher basic and not from the first 

grades of Basic General Education. Based on the current demands of the 

knowledge society, the use of the English language is fundamental and 

necessary as a general tool for communication and access to up-to-date 

scientific and technological information; to that extent, it is essential to 

address the teaching of this language from an early age, which is why it is 

necessary to place a load of English as of the second year of EGB " 

With memorandum No. MINEDUC-SFE-2014-0054-M, of March 24, 

2014, the Undersecretary of Educational Foundations of this State portfolio, 

sends a technical report in which it raises the proposal for the regulation of 

the provision transitory, contained in Ministerial Agreement 041-14, regarding 

the future implementation of the curriculum for the foreign language-English 

in the first grades of Basic General Education at the national level; 

With memorandum No. MiNEDUC-DNB-2014-0073, dated March 24, 

2014, the National Director of the Baccalaureate of this State race, submits a 

technical report in which the Ministerial Agreement 224-13 is validated, which 

recognizes the schools authorized students who offer the International 

Baccalaureate programs (Primary School Program-PEP and Intermediate 

Years Programs-PAI) to make the pertinent curricular adaptations to comply 

with their international accreditation; 
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With Ministerial Agreement No. 0050-14 of March 21, 2014, the 

subrogation of the Minister of Education function was made available to Mr. 

Freddy Peñafiel Larrea, Vice Minister of Education from March 22 to 28, 

2014; Y, 

This duty of this Portfolio of State guarantees the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the  technical, administrative and  pedagogical actions in the 

different instances of the National Educational System. 

In use of the attributions conferred by Articles 154 numeral 1 of the 

Constitution of the Republic; 22, literals t) and u) of the Organic Law of 

Intercultural Education, and 17 of the statute of Legal and Administrative 

Regime of the Executive Function. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AGREEMENT 

 
Issue the following NORMATIVE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION AND 

INSTRUMENTALIZATION OF THE TRANSITIONAL PROVISION 

CONTAINED IN THE MINISTERIAL AGREEMENT NO. 041-14 

Article 1.- DISPOSE of that the teaching of English, from the 2016-2017 school 

year Sierra and 2017-2018, Costa will be compulsory from the second year of 

General Basic Education to the third year of high school for all public 

institutions, fisco-missionals, and individuals of the country. 

Article 2.- DISPOSE of that the hours of Clubs established in the curricular 

network issued by Ministerial Agreement 0041-14 of March 11, 2014, 

determined for the grades of the second to the seventh grade of General Basic 

Education can be used for the subject of English. In this case, this subject will 

be evaluated as determined in article 193 and following of the General 

Regulation of the Organic Law of Intercultural Education (LOEI). 
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Article 3.- DISPOSE of that for the implementation of the English subject the 

public educational institutions incorporate to their teaching staff, personnel with 

a minimum grade  of B2 according to the scale of the Common European 

Framework of Reference for Languages, and make available to the students the 

pedagogical resources necessary to guarantee the adequate learning of the 

foreign language. At the beginning of each academic year, the educational 

institution must send to the respective District Office a report detailing the 

grades that have been incorporated into the teaching of the English language. 

Article 4.- DISPOSE of that the Deputy Minister of Education coordinates with 

the National Institute for Educational Evaluation, the annual evaluation of the 

results of English language learning in public educational institutions, treasury, 

and privates and that the Undersecretariat of Educational Foundations 

establishes the minimum standards that students must reach, starting with the 

2016-2017 school year, Sierra regime. 

Article 5.- DISPOSE of that, until the 2016-2017 school year, the Sierra regime, 

the Undersecretariat of Educational Foundations publishes the official 2nd 

grade English curriculum. To 7th Basic General Education degrees. 

Article 6.- DISPOSE of that the schools authorized to offer the International 

Baccalaureate programs: the Primary Schools-PEP program and the MYP 

Middle Years Program will be governed by Ministerial Agreement 0224-13 of 

July 16, 2013, regarding the adaptations of the national curricular mesh that 

must be submitted to the Vice Ministry of Education for approval. 

Article 7.- DISPOSE of that all institutions created from the issuance of this 

regulation have the subject of English from 2nd. DEGREE of EGB until 3rd. 

Baccalaureate course. 

Article 8.- DELEGATE the Undersecretaries of Education of the Metropolitan 

District of Quito; and the District of Guayaquil, Zonal Coordinations and the 

Undersecretariat of Educational Foundations, through the National Curriculum 

Directorate, the resolution of specific cases that may arise in the application of 

this Ministerial Agreement, always prioritizing the best interests of the students. 
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GENERAL DISPOSITION 

 
FIRST.- AUTHORIZE that schools legally recognized as bilingual in accordance 

with article 111 of the General Regulations of the LOEI offer the contents in 

their two languages, provided that the compliance of the national students is 

guaranteed. 

SECOND.- AUTHORIZE that educational institutions offer subjects 

(Mathematics, Social Studies, Natural Sciences) in the English language, 

provided that compliance with the national learning standards of the 

aforementioned disciplinary areas is guaranteed. 

FINAL PROVISION.- This agreement will become effective as of its publication 

in the Official Register. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
 

 
METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

 
 

 
METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN 

 
The methodological design is quantitative to go to the researchers’ 

explanation the surveys and the interviews turn undertaking gathered pointer 

is set and in this showing to procure correct indication. 

Leedy and Ormrod (2010:12) agree with Babbie  and  Mouton 

(2008:74) "that exploration system alludes to the specialists’ general 

approach in doing the examination venture". Mouton (2001:56) "sees explore 

approach as concentrating on the examination procedure and the sort of 

apparatuses and methodology to be utilized". "The purpose of takeoff would 

be the particular undertaking (information gathering) close by, the individual 

strides in the exploration procedure, and the most "target" techniques to be 

utilized". 

To have a superior information of the manner by which it will create 

examine, more than expanding the conceivable outcomes endless supply of 

the investigation is to acquire the normal outcomes by the creators, it is 

important to apply an exploration plan that will accomplish the anticipated 

focuses, for this will be shown beneath the segments to create. 

 Know with totality the factor dangerous that is planned to explore. 

 According to the need of the investigation, with respect to the extent of 

data to decide the sorts of research. 

 Stipulate the procedure of research that can add to the accumulation of 

the information. 

 Indicate  the  assessed  populace  in  the  present  investigation  with  its 

comparing estimation of the example measure. 

 Analyze and decipher the outcomes. 
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TYPES OF RESEARCH 

 
Descriptive 

 
According to the preceding by John Wiley & Sons, elucidating 

exploration can be clarified as an announcement of undertakings as they are 

at giving the analyst having no influence over factor. Also, "elucidating 

studies might be portrayed as just the endeavor to decide, depict or 

recognize what is, while at the same time scientific research endeavors to set 

up why it is that way or how it became" (p.24). 

The research  is descriptive since will be resolved as impacts the 

intuitive exercises in the change in the learning of the oral articulation of the 

English dialect, likewise in light of the fact that they will analyze the sorts of 

exercises to be executed and the part of educators for the outcome to be 

powerful. 

The examination is engaging on the grounds that it makes an itemized 

record of the particular conduct of every factor. Have depicted a 

circumstance decided in its investigation in a period and place dictated by the 

reason for social affair contentions key to distinguish an issue particularly to 

exhibit a right translation of the topic. 

Explanatory 

 
Muhammad Yousaf (2013) "Explanatory Research is the directed for 

an issue which was not very much examined previously, requests needs, 

creates operational definitions and gives a superior looked into display. It is 

really a kind of research plan which centers around clarifying the parts of 

your examination in a definite way. The specialist begins with a general 

thought and uses inquire about as a device which could prompt the subjects 

that would be managed in the approaching future. It is intended to give points 

of interest where a little measure of data exists for a specific item as the main 

priority of that analyst. For beginning your examination, you have to make an 

exploration blueprint or discourse diagram to pitch your examination thought 

to your teacher or a manager or in an executive gathering". 
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Explanatory Research is directed to enable us to discover the issue 

that was not contemplated before inside and out. The Explanatory research 

isn't utilized to give us some decisive confirmation however causes us in 

understanding the issue all the more effective. When leading the exploration, 

the scientist ought to have the capacity to adjust/herself to the new 

information and the new knowledge that he finds as he/she examines the 

subject. 

Exploratory 

 
Singh, K. (2007), "Exploratory research, as the name infers, plans only 

to investigate the examination addresses and does not mean to offer last and 

convincing answers for existing issues. This kind of research is normally led 

to examine an issue that has not been obviously characterized yet". (p.64). 

Exploratory research configuration does not expect to give the last and 

indisputable responses to the examination questions, yet just investigates the 

examination point with changing levels of profundity. It has been noticed that 

"exploratory research is the underlying examination, which frames the 

premise of more decisive research. It can even help in deciding the 

examination configuration, testing system, and information gathering 

technique". 

 
 
 

POPULATION AND SAMPLE 

 
According to BMJ (2017), in insights, the expression "populace" has a 

somewhat unique significance from the one given to it in standard discourse. 

It requires not allude just to individuals or to energize animals - the number of 

inhabitants in Britain, for example or the pooch populace of London. Analysts 

additionally talk about a populace of articles, or occasions, or strategies, or 

perceptions, including such things as the amount of lead in pee, visits to the 

specialist, or careful tasks. A populace is in this way a total of animals, 

things, cases et cetera. 
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Accomplish the goals of the examination and to operationalize the 

ideas and components associated with the issue, the populace is 

characterized as: 

 
 
 

Table N ° 1 Distribution of the population 

 
No- Reference Amount 

1 Directive 1 

2 Teachers 16 

3 Students 200 

 Total 217 

 
 
 

 
Sample 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño and Danny Fajardo 

 

According to BMJ (2017), a populace generally contains an excessive 

number of people to consider helpfully, so an examination is frequently 

confined to at least one examples drawn from it. A well-picked test will 

contain the vast majority of the data about a specific populace parameter; 

however, the connection between the example and the populace must be, for 

example, to enable genuine inductions to be made about a populace from 

that example. For the figuring of the example, size will be utilized the 

equation that relates to the limited populace, a similar that will be presented 

to then with their individual determination. 
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Therefore are 200 students, 1 directive and 1 teacher to surveying. 
 
 

Table N ° 2 Distribution of the Sample 
 
 
 
 

No- Reference Amount 

1 Directive 1 

2 Teachers 1 

3 Students 91 

 Total 93 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño and Danny Fajardo. 
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OPERATIONALIZATION MATRIX OF VARIABLES 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLE 
(CONVERSATION 

WORKSHOPS) 

DIMENSIONS INDICATORS 

 

Characteristics 
 Creative area 
 Linguistic area 
 Semantic area 

  

 
 

Alterations 

 Taquilalia 
 Bradilalia 
 Farfulleo 
 Stuttering or 

spasm 
  

 

Complementary Skills 
 Comprehension 
 Memory 
 Creativity 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE (ORAL 

EXPRESSION) 

 
 
 
 

Aspects 

 Voice 
 Diction 
 Structure of the 

message 
 Fluency 
 Volume 
 Rhythm 
 Clarity 
 Coherence 
 Emotivity 

  

 
 

Elements 

 Issuer 
 Receiver 
 Message 
 Channel 
 Code 
 Situation 

  

 

Formats 
 Spontaneous 
 Planned 
 Multidirectional 
 Unidirectional 
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

 
Deductive Method 

 
Wilson, J. (2010) "Deductive approach can be clarified by the methods 

for speculations, which can be gotten from the recommendations of the 

hypothesis. At the end of the day, the deductive approach is worried about 

deducting conclusions from premises or suggestions" (p.7). 

The deductive technique was connected to this task to discover the 

reasons why there is a poor advancement of talking abilities in understudies. 

It goes from the general to the specific, consequently permits displaying 

ideas, standards, definitions, principles, and articulations from which it breaks 

down, orchestrates, looks at and is indicated learning. 

Inductive Method 

 
Bernard, H.R. (2011) "Inductive Methods in Anthropology" fifth version, 

AltaMira Press, "It is vital to the pressure that inductive approach does not 

infer neglecting speculations while defining research inquiries and goals. This 

approach plans to produce implications from the informational index gathered 

with a specific end goal to recognize examples and connections to fabricate a 

hypothesis; in any case, the inductive approach does not keep the specialist 

from utilizing  existing hypothesis to detail the exploration question to be 

investigated" (p.7). 

The inductive technique goes from to the specific to the general. It is 

from the perception of specific realities gets general recommendations, that 

is, it is expressing a  general standard once made the investigation and 

examination of certainties specifically. This technique was connected for 

know how is the improvement of talking aptitudes in the understudies of the 

ninth fundamental year. 

Scientific Method 

 
The scientific method depends on the tenets that demonstrate any 

recommendation of the science must end up being equipped for being a fast 
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swoop an investigation has that to have the capacity to rehash in ill-defined 

spots and for a subject anybody. 

The scientific method, in this way, alludes to the arrangement  of 

stages that it is important to cross to acquire a substantial learning from the 

logical perspective, utilizing for these instruments that end up being reliable. 

What does this technique is to limit the impact of the subjectivity of the 

researcher in his work? 

 
 
 

RESEARCH TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

 
Earlier examination deliberate on the quantities of existing 

philosophies to apply in an examination and archive its accomplishments, 

improvement, advance, and results, has decided on the decision as fitting 

methods and instruments to be connected by accomplishing the destinations 

of the exploration. These are the take after: 

Survey 

 
Devin Kowalczyk (2015) "Survey look into is the accumulation of 

information accomplished by asking people addresses either face to face, on 

paper, by telephone or on the web. Leading studies is one type of essential 

research, which is the social affair information directly from its source. The 

data gathered may likewise be gotten to thusly by different gatherings in 

auxiliary research". 

The survey is a system that takes into account gathering information 

from the whole populace or a delegate some portion of it through a poll. 

The respondent will reply without the investment in the analyst. This 

specialized of an accumulation of information through inquiries shut, in other 

words, that contains a selection of reactions beforehand demonstrated, it is 

basic of qualifying yet confines the data that could supply an exploration. The 

review was connected to the understudies of the eighth essential year of the 

instructive organization which works with Likert scale, with shut inquiries; for 

this situation, the understudies were studied. 
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Interview 

 
Smriti Chand (2015), Interview is the generally utilized (race strategy. 

It is an up close and personal cooperation amongst interviewee and 

questioner. In the event that took care of precisely, it can be a great system 

in having exact data of the interviewee generally inaccessible. In the 

meantime, if the meeting isn't dealt with painstakingly, it can be a wellspring 

of inclination, limiting or misshaping the stream of correspondence. 

It was connected to English educator of ninth GBU at Colegio Técnico 

“Veintiocho de Mayo” so as to know its assessment of the intelligent 

exercises and the creation of the oral articulation in the understudies. The 

instrument was the poll utilizing the meetings; where there were open 

inquiries to the chief of the instructive unit and to the English instructor. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y 

CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

INTERVIEW TO THE ENGLISH TEACHER 
 
 

 
OBJECTIVE: To determine whether interactive activities that are being used in 

class are promoting the development of the oral expression in the students of 

10th BGU at Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 

 
 

QUESTION: 1. - Are you acquainted with conversation activities to educate 

English? Answer: 

QUESTION: 2. - Do you believe that conversation workshops are the most 

proper devices for the advancement of the oral expression? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION: 3. - What sort of activities do you consider the best to advance the 

oral expression of the students? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION: 4. - How would you use conversation workshops to build up the 

oral expression of the students? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION: 5. - What different components do students need to build up the 

oral expression? 

Answer: 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

 
Qualitative Analysis of the interview 

 
 

 
According to the interview with the teacher of English, can be seen as 

teachers are not exceptionally related with the didactics to enhance the 

educating and thusly the learning of the understudies, nonetheless, they 

concurred that utilization intelligent exercises would encourage or add to 

enhancing the instructing of English Language. 

Among the exercises to execute, teacher communicates that can be 

everything identifying with the varying media part and in addition finish 

supplications or more all discussion and practice the dialect course is 

something critical is the reiteration, in this way, in the proposition for the 

present undertaking must apply these strategies for instructing. 

This meeting permitted to know the perspective of teachers about the 

interactive exercises that must be actualized in the classroom for the 

instructing learning condition. A fundamental point to consider is that it is 

prescribed the utilization of a great deal of oral articulations, understudies to 

figure out how to talk it thus that they may impart adequately. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

 
FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

INTERVIEW TO THE PRINCIPAL OF SCHOOL 

 

 
OBJECTIVE: Determine if in this educational institution is using interactive 

activities for the development of the oral expression in students of 10th GBU at 

Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 

 
 
 

QUESTION: 1. - Do you consider that conversation workshops action being 

utilized for the education of the English language? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION:  2.  -  Do  you  think  the  instructive  exercises  are  a  creative 

commitment to the education of the English language? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION:  3.  –  Do  you  appear  to  be  advantageous  the  utilization  of 

conversation workshops in the classroom? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION: 4.- Do you think that conversation workshops motivate to learning 

in students? 

Answer: 

 
QUESTION: 5.- Do you surmise that oral expression is an essential ability in 

taking in the English language? 

Answer: 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

 
Qualitative Analysis of the interview 

 
 

 
As indicated by the meeting it was noticed that the directors show that 

educators are not utilizing enough intelligent exercises for the teaching of 

English language, while perceiving that such techniques would add to taking 

in, an essential point is that such exercises are persuading for teaching, 

which signifies that the educators know that to give English classes must 

impact and especially to empower the understudies. 

Oral aptitudes of students can create utilizing intelligent and dynamic 

assets that educators use and also to motivate them to partake 

progressively, by guaranteeing that the data is caught or more all put away. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

 
FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

SURVEY TO STUDENTS 

OBJECTIVE: To obtain information about the use of interactive activities for the 

development of the oral expression of the students of 10th GBU at Colegio 

Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 
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1 

Interactive exercises help to advance 

the investment of the students in the 

learning process. 

     

 
2 

Interactive exercises are important for 

a superior learning of English 

language. 

     

 
3 

It is helpful the utilization of 

interactive exercises in the class for 

the improvement of the oral 

articulation. 

     

 
4 

Interactive exercises propel the 

English learning process. 

     

 
5 

The advancement of the oral 

articulation is extremely important in 

the learning of the English language. 

     

 
6 

The oral expression is drilled in the 

classroom with the utilization of 
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 interactive exercises.      

 
7 

The oral expression is an ability that 

students require to reinforce to 

express thoughts in English. 

     

 
8 

The advancement of oral articulation 

is advanced in the classroom in a 

dynamic and intelligent way. 

     

 
9 

The utilization of an extra didactic 

resource with interactive exercises 

would be fundamental for the 

improvement of the oral articulation. 

     

 
10 

Extra intuitive  exercises would 

contribute to the change of the oral 

expression. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 3 
 

Interactive exercises help to advance the investment of the students in the 

learning process. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 1 

TOTALLY AGREE 23 51% 

AGREE 12 27% 

INDIFFERENT 1 2% 

DISAGREE 4 9% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 5 11% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

 

 

Graphic N°. 1 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
The investigation directed of first thing shows that 51% of understudies 

to be totally concur that the intuitive exercises help to advance their support 

in the learning procedure, while 27 for every penny say that you concur, 9 for 

every penny in contradiction, the 9% thoroughly dissent, the 2% thoroughly 

indifferent and this shows that the understudies need to take an interest in 

exercises that will push them to enhance the learning procedure. 

0% 

7% 

27% TOTALLY AGREE 

AGREE 

67% INDIFFERENT 

DISAGREE 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 4 
 

Interactive exercises are important for a superior learning of English 

language. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 2 

TOTALLY AGREE 30 67% 

AGREE 10 22% 

INDIFFERENT 5 11% 

DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 2 
 
 

0% 
0% 

7% 
 

27%  
 
 

67% 

TOTALLY AGREE 

AGREE 

INDIFFERENT 

DISAGREE 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 
 
 
 
 

 

ANALYSIS 

 
In the investigation affected to the thing N° 2 demonstrates that the 

67% of the understudies are totally concurring and the 22% are concurred in 

that the Intuitive exercises are fundamental for to better learning of English 

dialect, that to state If include the two rates will have 89% mindful of the 

significance of this asset, while 11 for every penny said to be apathetic, by 

exhibiting that the huge part on the off chance that you have you need to take 

an interest with these techniques for instructing. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

 
SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 5 
 

It is helpful the utilization interactive exercises in the class for the 

improvement of the oral articulation. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 3 

TOTALLY AGREE 28 62% 

AGREE 10 22% 

INDIFFERENT 6 13% 

DISAGREE 1 2% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 3 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
After investigation to thing N° 3 of the review demonstrated that 62% 

consider that is helpful the utilization intelligent exercises in the class for the 

improvement of the oral articulation, the 22% said that they concur, the 13% 

specified be not interested in the 2 oppose this idea. This permits observing 

that understudies wishing to enhance their oral articulation. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 6 
 

Interactive exercises propel the English learning process. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 4 

TOTALLY AGREE 31 69% 

AGREE 13 29% 

INDIFFERENT 0 0% 

DISAGREE 1 2% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 4 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
In this thing can be presumed that the 69% understudies that are to 

state a substantial greater part considers that the intuitive exercises spur the 

English learning process, rather than the 2% thought about something else, 

in this manner you can comprehend that instructors must rouse their 

understudies to take in the dialect. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 7 
 

The advancement of the oral articulation is extremely important in the 

learning of the English language. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 5 

TOTALLY AGREE 33 73% 

AGREE 9 20% 

INDIFFERENT 1 2% 

DISAGREE 2 4% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 5 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
In the investigation put forth to the expression N °. 5 the study 

demonstrates that 73% of understudies trust that the improvement of the oral 

articulation is important in the learning of the English dialect, while 20% 

agreed, the 2% aloof and the 4% contradiction, this shows or recommends 

that understudies wishing to enhance their oral articulation. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 8 
 

The  oral  expression  is  drilled  in  the  classroom  with  the  utilization  of 

interactive exercises. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 6 

TOTALLY AGREE 12 27% 

AGREE 8 18% 

INDIFFERENT 2 4% 

DISAGREE 3 7% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 20 44% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 6 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
In the examination put forth to the expression N °. 6 the review 

demonstrates that 44% of understudies reacted that they thoroughly differ 

that the oral articulation is drilled in the classroom with the utilization of 

intuitive exercises, in other words, that this plan of action isn't adequately 

utilized. Likewise is essential to demonstrate that the 27% of  the 

understudies showed is completely concurred, in this manner they surmise 

that are being utilized intuitive exercises in the class. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 9 
 

The oral  expression  is  an  ability  that  students  require  to  reinforce  to 

express thoughts in English. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 7 

TOTALLY AGREE 29 64% 

AGREE 12 27% 

INDIFFERENT 0 0% 

DISAGREE 4 9% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 6 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
In this announcement, the understudies addressed the 64% that the 

oral articulation is an aptitude that understudies need to reinforce to express 

thoughts in English, the 27% this understanding and the 9% in differences. It 

appears significance in the understudies of this sort of exercises. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 10 
 

The advancement of oral articulation is advanced in the classroom in a 

dynamic and intelligent way. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 8 

TOTALLY AGREE 13 29% 

AGREE 7 16% 

INDIFFERENT 2 4% 

DISAGREE 2 4% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 21 47% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 7 
 
 
 

 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
In the examination put forth to the expression N °. 8 the study shows 

that 47% of understudies reacted that they thoroughly differ that the 

advancement of oral articulation is advanced in the classroom in a dynamic 

what's more, intuitive way that this plan of action isn't utilized. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 11 
 

The utilization  of an  extra  didactic  resource  with interactive  exercises 

would be fundamental for the improvement of the oral articulation. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 9 

TOTALLY AGREE 21 47% 

AGREE 19 42% 

INDIFFERENT 3 7% 

DISAGREE 2 4% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 8 
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ANALYSIS 

 
In the investigation put forth to the expression N° 9 the review shows 

that 51% of understudies surmise that the utilization of an extra educational 

asset with intuitive exercises would be vital for the improvement of the oral 

articulation, the 39% said to concur, 6% unconcerned and 4 for every penny 

in contradiction, this permits discerner that understudies need educational 

material to enable them to enhance their learning. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY TO THE STUDENTS 

Table N° 12 
 

Extra  intuitive  exercises  would  contribute  to  the  change  of  the  oral 

expression. 

CODE CATEGORIES FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

 
 
 

Item N° 10 

TOTALLY AGREE 30 67% 

AGREE 12 27% 

INDIFFERENT 3 7% 

DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALLY DISAGREE 0 0% 

TOTALS 45 100% 

Source: Colegio Técnico Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo” 

Elaborated by: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo 

Graphic N°. 9 
 
 

 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
The investigation directed of teeth thing demonstrates that 67% of 

understudies to totally concur that extra intuitive exercises would add to the 

change of the oral articulation, the 27% said they concurred and the 

7%indifferent, along these lines exhibiting that the understudies expect that 

instructors utilize intuitive exercises that joined the enhance the training and 

the oral articulation. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
 Students don't prefer to partake in talking works on amid the class. 

 Students think taking in the English dialect isn't imperative for them. 

 Students feel unbiased and unmotivated for English subject. 

 Teacher just works with one educational material. 

 Teacher has not overhauled his insight for quite a while. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 
 

 It is prescribed to include students in the significance that the English 

dialect has today in present day society. 

 Students must realize that this dialect can help them not just in scholarly 

yet in addition, all things considered. 

 Students  need  to  get  the  hang  of  talking  in  English  for  a  superior 

correspondence. 

 Teacher must boost students utilizing creative systems and procedures. 

 Teacher needs to utilize an extra educational material for enhancing the 

obtaining of oral articulation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
 

 
THE PROPOSAL 

 
DESIGN OF A DIDACTIC GUIDE TO IMPROVE THE FLUENCY IN ORAL 

EXPRESSION IN STUDENTS OF NINTH YEAR OF GENERAL BASIC 

EDUCATION AT COLEGIO TÉCNICO EXPERIMENTAL 

VEINTIOCHO DE MAYO IN THE SCHOOL 

YEAR 2017 – 2018. 

 

 
JUSTIFICATION 

 
 

 
In the wake of social occasion the aftereffects of the examination, and 

watching the conclusions and suggestions, the analysts understood that 

applying conversation workshops helped students as well as instructors to be 

more participative in class and clearly they expanded their potential for 

educating and learning English. It occurred since they felt spurred with the 

new extra pedagogical material and the advancement of how the instructor 

gave the class. Their evaluations enhanced extensively and they showed to 

be available to better approaches for learning. 

Moreover, this proposition legitimizes since conversation workshops 

incredibly enhance the English execution in the classroom since dialect is 

found out through legitimate circumstances, for example, motions, taking 

care of or contacting things, pictures or performance, challenges and 

recreations and the most essential it can be connected, in actuality. 

Furthermore, amid the utilization of this extra pedantic material, the 

students were occupied with getting the hang of, partaking, and taking part in 

an assortment of workshops to build up the oral articulation through helpful 

activities that arose the enthusiasm for this subject, since this sort of data 

was not executed in their normal classes and the creators surely conviction 
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that it is conceivable to have dynamic correspondence while at the same time 

taking in a dialect in a formal classroom condition. 

 
 
 

Up to now, there has not been an examination went for enhancing the 

students' English learning through conversation workshops in this scholarly 

foundation. 

Similarly, this proposition has contributed with the execution the two 

instructors and students in the training learning process in light of the fact 

that in the wake of applying it, they demonstrate enthusiasm for the English 

subject they enhanced their educational execution. 

At last, they felt more certain to express their conclusion, it was great 

since the connection amongst students and instructor was fortified 

significantly while taking an interest in the class. 

 
 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 

General Objective 

 
 To enhance the oral expression through a didactic guide that contains 

conversation workshops keeping in mind the end goal to expand the 

familiarity achievement in the English learning. 

 
Specifics Objective 

 

 To present the extra educational material through didactic exercises 

performing in class. 

 To clarify how the educational material will function through 

demonstrative classes. 

 To evaluate students through various assessments so as to demonstrate 

if the new learning has been procured accurately 
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FEASIBILITY OF THE PROPOSAL 
 

This proposition is practical since it checks with the help of the entire 

instructive network it implies the chief of the organization, the English 

educator, students, and guardians. Additionally, the specialists checked with 

the monetary assets for the readiness and usage of the proposition. 

The money related costs served for printers, duplicates, transportation, 

snacks, markers, cardboard, and different, that were necessaries for its 

execution. 

In like manner, the human ability has a place with the scholarly 

foundation where the venture was done. 

 
 
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

 
The proposition was made contemplating the curricular arranging that 

compares to this time of training and choosing a theme that there are in the 

course reading given by the administration. Moreover, it has included some 

additional themes that the scientists think about the imperative for the 

students at this level. How it is demonstrated the workshops of the didactic 

guide. 

For the work with a discussion workshop to have the normal impact, it 

winds up important to execute certain procedures that guide the work inside 

it; along these lines, it is located the accompanying: 

 
 
 

1. Think in English 

 
Think English for the greater part of your day whenever or put. Utilize 

the lexicon to locate the significance of a word or to know how to state it in 

English. 
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2. Talk to yourself 

 
Endeavor to state so anyone can hear what you think regardless of in 

the event that you are separated from everyone else. That will enable you to 

pick up trust in your verbal abilities. 

3. Use a mirror 

 
Work on talking taking a gander at yourself in the reflection of any 

subject. The objective is to watch the way you do it as you talk. 

4. Focus on fluency, no grammar 

 
Attempt to talk easily focusing just on that, on familiarity. Leave the 

syntax for the present once you know the standards better. 

5. Use tongue twister 

 
Attempt to state tongue twisters in the most ideal approach to have 

redress development of your mouth and tongue. 

6. Listen and repeat 

 
Watch programs in English and rehash what you hear. Attempt to 

impersonate the tone, speed, development and even the emphasize. 

7. Pay attention to words with stress 

 
It mirrors the locals' method for addressing highlight and stress certain 

terms and syllables found in words and sentences. 

8. Sing in English 

 
Singing in English serves to enhance your familiarity. 

 
9. Learn the verb forms of new words 

 
Each time you take in another vocabulary, you additionally take in your 

verbal frame to enhance your method for talking. 
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10. Learn idioms, no words 

 
Focus more on learning articulations than on vocabulary. Local 

speakers once in a while don't talk utilizing the right sentence structure and 

right vocabulary. 

11. Learn common sayings 

 
Figure out how to state your most normal expressions in English 

through words that you like, so you can do it and also you do in Spanish. 

12. Prepare for specific situation 

 
Practice English in the part that suits you best to know for instance, for 

a specific reason whether it is to land a position or to make companions in 

nations. That will rely upon setting you up better to build up your English in a 

more particular part. 

13. Just relax! 

 
When talking, attempt to unwind without stressing over how you talk or 

articulate, inhale and talk all the more gradually if important. 

14. Storytelling 

 
Pick a point or a story and endeavor to let it know in English to your 

companions or on the off chance that you don't have anybody do only it. 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
With the creation and use of this investigative work, it can be reasoned 

that the instructing of the English has been advanced and additionally the 

acts of oral articulation ability since it has seen an adjustment in the 

execution and state of mind of students in the classroom. Without a doubt, 

with this commitment, specialists, instructors, and students will be happy with 

this work and they will give the genuine significance that this dialect has 

today. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y 

CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

INTERVIEW TO THE ENGLISH TEACHER 
 
 

 
OBJECTIVE: To determine whether interactive activities that are being used in 

class are promoting the development of the oral expression in the students of 

10th BGU at Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 

 
 

QUESTION: 1. - Are you acquainted with conversation activities to educate 

English? 

Answer: Yes, they are important for teaching and learning that it helps students 

to lose the fear of speaking in public and get used to being wrong. 

QUESTION: 2. - Do you believe that conversation workshops are the most 

proper devices for the advancement of the oral expression? 

Answer: Of course, they help to increase motivation and participation in the 

course. 

QUESTION: 3. - What sort of activities do you consider the best to advance the 

oral expression of the students? 

Answer: Role play where students can play too with ludic activities. 

 
QUESTION: 4. - How would you use conversation workshops to build up the 

oral expression of the students? 

Answer: By using the internet where students can play each other or in groups. 

 
QUESTION: 5. - What different components do students need to build up the 

oral expression? 

Answer: The volume and clarity of their voice. Sometimes the student almost 

speaks well but doesn’t vocalize well. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

 
FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

INTERVIEW TO THE PRINCIPAL OF SCHOOL 

 

 
OBJECTIVE: Determine if in this educational institution is using interactive 

activities for the development of the oral expression in students of 10th GBU at 

Colegio Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 

 
 
 
QUESTION: 1. - Do you consider that conversation workshops action being 

utilized for the education of the English language? 

Answer: Yes, because English as a language is communication and students 

need to communicate all time. 

QUESTION: 2. - Do you think the instructive exercises are a creative 

commitment to the education of the English language? 

Answer: Activities should never miss to strengthen what has been learned. 

 
QUESTION: 3. – Do you appear to be advantageous the utilization of 

conversation workshops in the classroom? 

Answer: Yes. Students need to learn in a way more dynamic. 

 
QUESTION: 4.- Do you think conversation workshops motivate to learning in 

students? 

Answer: Of course, currently the student needs to recreate more in the course 

and also to learn in the same way as they learned Spanish. 

QUESTION: 5.- Do you surmise that oral expression is an essential ability in 

taking in the English language? 

Answer: Yes, it is necessary for people to be prepared to face any change and 

be able to share thoughts, ideas, feelings, desires etc. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

 
FACULTAD DE FILSOFÍA, LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 

SURVEY TO STUDENTS 

OBJECTIVE: To obtain information about the use of interactive activities for the 

development of the oral expression of the students of 10th GBU at Colegio 

Técnico Experimental Veintiocho de Mayo. 
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1 

Interactive exercises help to advance 

the investment of the students in the 

learning process. 

     

 
2 

Interactive exercises are important for 

a superior learning of English 

language. 

     

 
3 

It is helpful the utilization of 

interactive exercises in the class for 

the improvement of the oral 

articulation. 

     

 
4 

Interactive exercises propel the 

English learning process. 

     

 
5 

The advancement of the oral 

articulation is extremely important in 

the learning of the English language. 

     

 
6 

The oral expression is drilled in the 

classroom with the utilization of 
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 interactive exercises.      

 
7 

The oral expression is an ability that 

students require to reinforce to 

express thoughts in English. 

     

 
8 

The advancement of oral articulation 

is advanced in the classroom in a 

dynamic and intelligent way. 

     

 
9 

The utilization of an extra didactic 

resource with interactive exercises 

would be fundamental for the 

improvement of the oral articulation. 

     

 
10 

Extra intuitive exercises would 

contribute to the change of the oral 

expression. 
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De  m jscon.s.ideraciones: 

 
Por disposición de fa .Autoridad Académica . de fa. FacnU.ad d F.ilow:fia, Letrn:; y 

,_......;,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,;..;1.H,L,.  (1
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Prny edos Educativos  que se Je hizo mediante o:fic.iu N-0. 123 deJ 09 <le J\-Iayo dd 

pr,s¿>.nte año. 

En esta rlesi!m ación const.n. eJ nom bri: .de fos eindi::..nte.s de fa.Escurefa de L::e-ngn.gs.: 

y   Lmgl1fatica: .FAJARDO   1\f; EDINA   D.AJ\'NY  A.l "DRES   Y   CA' 

üPEZ .JULIO ENRIQUE. 
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De mis consideraciones.- 

 

 
Reciba un c€1rrliaT

2

"'saludo estr o  fyl Zapata  de  parte  de  los 
estudiantes CAAMAÑp  LOPEZ MIQ ENRJ0CfE e 0919482945 y  FAJARDO 

MEDINA DANNY qRES con CI. 031lO diantes la Facultad de 
Filosofía, Escuel  I!.enguas y Lingüí  i '  Í  · 

1 1 

El motivo de la pr nte es para solici  orización paa 

una ENCUESTA QTOS con los , ntes ya que es t 
obtener el TITUL e!LICENCIAT N LENGUAS Y UN 

i 
De antemano le 

puedan tomar 

ito para poder 
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Guayaquil,Asosto de 2018 
 
 

Sra.. MSc. 

Arq.SILVIA i\íiiOY-SANG CASTRO 

DECANADA DE LA FACULTAD De FILOSOFÍA, l..ErnAS .. CIEl\'.CIA.S DE LA l!OUCACION 

UNMPSIOAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

Ciudild. - 

 
De mis consideraciones: 

 
Envio a Ud. el Informe corresPQndiente a !a tt.-tolía realizada al Trabajo de Titulación 

"INR.UNa OFcorMP.SJ\TION WORXSHO!>S IM lff1PR0\-1NG FWEl1.!CV IN ORAL EXPRESSION"' 

del(los) estudiante (s) CAAMAio lÓPEZ JUUO ENRIQUEY FAIARDO MEDINA DANNY ANDAS, 

indicando ha (n} cumplido con todos los parámetros establecidos en la normativa vigente: 

 
• El trabajo es el resultado de una investigación. 

• Eestudiante demuestra. conocimiento profesional integral. 

• El trabajo presenta una propuesta en el área de conocimiento. 

• El nivel de argumenmción es coherente con el campo de conocimiento . 

 
Adicionalmente,   adjunta el certificado de porcentaje de similitud y la valoración del trabl!jo 

detituf'Kión con larespE.ctiva calificación. 

 
Dando por concluida esta tutoría detrabajo detitulación, CERTIFICO, para los fines pertinentes, 

que el (los) estudiante(s}está (n) apto (s) para continuar con ef proceso de revisión final. 
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ROBRICA DE EVALUAOóNTRABAJO DE TITUIACIÓN 

- 

l'lll!-to Uf  Tnlr:3jo:<'lJ11iFLUENCE   OF <XJllVE51'10f!!WORitsMOPS 31ICORO!l''*1R.USK\'IA Oltil. 

E:fttt5SiW.r 

Autor(s):CAAM O LÓPEZ JUUO ENRIQUE Y FAJARDO ME0tt4A DM!NY ANDRB 
 

ASflfC10S EYAlJMD0.5 PUNTAIE aw:. 

emmautAMtawA YPED:'t8Ó&ICA 4.5 

Propalllht inf.etrllda a Dominios, y Visión de t. Univ.Jrsidtld deGuayaqui. O.l .3 
Relación de pertinencia con las líneas ysubl(neas de lnvestigadón Universidad / 0.4 

Facutt.d/ Oln'era 

Bue c:anc:mptua) que Qlll 1a$ fases de «impR!MfÓn> inlerpretnd6n, explic;ad6n y 1 

sistermtizaci6n en la resolud6n deun problema. 

mm-;;tos morielos"'é!duaddn pr-;;<blemálb. tensiones ; 1 

tendendas efe fa profesión, problemas a encarar,prevenrr osolucionar de acuerdo al PND· 

fN 

Evidencia el logrode capacidades cognitivas relacionadas modelo educativo como 1 

resultadm deaprendizaje quetort..lecen ci.  petfil de laprofesldn 

Responde como innow.doni deinwsti!)ad6n desanolo social otemol6gfco. 0.4 Ol/ au:i.promso  de  il'Msdl2rf6n-aa:ilm.ano dela  pmpia   aperienda o. o( '-/ Responde 

educativa y de los 1prendlzajes adquiridos durante lacarrera. 
Eltítulo identifica defomm correchl losobjetivos de¡;¡ ón ·-- -1 7 
RIGOR aan1Flc.o 1 4.5 

Eltrabajo expresa Jos antecedentes deltema, su importancia dentrodeJ contexto 1 

eeneral. delconochiento ydela sociedad, asf corno delcampo a!quepertenece, 

oala 

El objetivo generat losobjetivos espec:ffu;os y el marco metodológico están en 1    

c:onespondenda. 

Etwlsis ero sereliidon• con datosobtenidos ypermite exprear las 0.8 
condusiones en correspondencia a los objetivos espedftcos. _ 

-htaalzad6n "{mmsponémciE Ol''!l eltau.delascitas y reíaatcia bilJlt:ciificA D7 
·- 

o,;¡-. 
ftlftMlri<ME . .llK'YOMJCIM. 1 

Pertinencia de la Investigación o.s 11.t:' 
btnandónde la propuesta proponiendo una solución a un problema relacionado con el 0.5 

perfll de 4llJnD pror.lonal 

   CM.lflCM:l6N 'IOJAl.. . u 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE GUAYAQUIL f "O 
FACULTAD DE !41LOSO LETRAS Y CIEN(".1AS DE LA EDUCACTON \'>f 

C.t\RRERA DE LENGUAS Y LINGUISTICA 
Unidad de Titulación 

...._...,.._.._..................,am1-.A..M-.i..,._....,m_¡.,._....,.- ..- ,., 1-0.· .c..m.,-.i_..llMl._...,._.áM.t'..,,..•- 
Guayaquil, agosto 27 del 2018 

Señor 
Lic.ALFONSO SANCHEZ AVfiA,MSC. 

DIRECTOR DE LA CARRERA DE LENGUAS Y LINGUISTICA 

FACULTAD DE FILOSOFIA, LETRAS Y OENCIAS DE LA EDUCACION 

UNIVERSI DAD DE GUAYAQUIL 

Ciudad. - 

 
De mis consideraciones: 

 
Envío a Ud. el Informe correspondiente a la ftEVISIÓN FfNAl. del Trabajo de Titulación cuyo  título es 

INFLUENCE OF CONVERSATION WORKSHOPS IN IMPROVING FLUENCY IN ORAL EXPRESSION - DESIGN OF A 

DIOACTIC GUIDE TO lMPROVE FLUE NCYIN ORAL EXPRESSION de los estudiantes JULIO CAAMAfJO LOPEZ y 
OANNY FAJARDO MEDINA. Las gestiones real zadas me permiten indicar que el trabajo fue revisado 

considerando todo los parámetros establecidos en las normativas vigentes, en el cumplimento de los 

siguientes aspectos: 

 
Cumplrmfento de requisitos de forma: 

o El título tiene un már. mode 10 palabras. 

• la memoria escrita se ajusta a la estructura f!Stablecida. 

• El documanto se ajusta a las normas de escritura científica seleccionadas por la Facultad. 

• Lainvestigación es pertinente conla línea y sublíneas deinvest gaciónde lacarrera. 

º los soportes teóricos son de máxímo años. 

• La propu€sta presentada es pertinente. 

 
Cumplimiento conel Reglamento de Régimen Académico: 

Q El trabajo es el resultado de una investigación. 

• El estudiante demuestra conocimiento profeslonal ntegral. 

11 El trabajo presenta una propuesta en el área de conocimiento. 

g El nfvel de argumentación es coherente con el campo de conocimiento. 

 
Adicionalmente,seindica que fue revisado,el certificado de porcentaje de similitud, Id valoración del tutor, 

así como de las páginas preliminares solicitadas,lo cualindica el que el trabajo de Investigacióncumple con 

los requisitos exigidos. 

 
Una vez concluida esta revisión,considero que el estudiante JULIO CAAMAIQO LOPEZ y DANNY FAJAROO 

MEDINA están aptos par3 continuar el proceso de titulación. Particular que comunicamos a usted para los 

fines   pertinetes. 
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AUTORES:JULIO CAAMMlO LOPEZ y DANNY FAJAROO MEDINA 
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·mltUCJuit\ Y tr:DActlf>N í.lt !ÁME,.,RIA , .3 

Formato de presentación acorde a lo solicitado 0.6 ().b 

Tabla de contenidos,índice de tablas y figuras 0.6 0'1 
Redacción y ortografía 0.6 Oó 
Correspondencia con fa normativa del trabajo de titulación 0.6 Q.b 
Adecuada presentación de tablas y figuras 0.6 Ob 
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EI títuloidentifica de forma correcta los objetivos de la lnvestl ación 0.5 

La introducción expresa los antecedentes del tema,su importancia dentro 0.6 

del contexto general,del conocimiento y de la sociedad,así como del campo 

al que pertenece 

El objetivo general está expresado en términos del trabajo a investigar 0.7 

Los objetivos específicos contribuyen al cumplimiento del objetivo general 0.7 

Los antecedentes teóricos y conceptuales complementan y aportan 0.7 

significativamente al desarrollo dela investigación 

Los métodos y herramientas se corresponden con los objetivos de la 0.7 

investieación 

El análisis de la información se relaciona con datos obtenidos 0.4 

Factibilidad dela propuesta 

las conclusiones expresan elcumplimiento de los objetivos específicos 

Las recomendaciones son pertinentes,factibles y válidas 

Actualización y correspondencia con el tema, delas citas y referencia 

bibliográfica 

 
Pertinencia de la Investigación/ Innovación de la propuesta 

La investigación propone una solución a un problema relacionado con el 

perfil de egreso profesional 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.5 

...  , l,
 

0.4 

0.3 

Contribuye conlas líneas / sublíneas de investigación de la carrera/Escuela 0.3 U3 
CALIFl(:AcióN_ l"Ol._ · . . ..··.. ·. . . -· . ...   .· _ . -- 

o 

.-. .   •.·· .- . . .... . 10. . 1   1t.l . .. . . . · . . ----· _-  _ __  
·..    El résultado será prornooiado oon,lacalif.fcaclón del Tut<;>r .y CQr. la r..attfkacién e obtenida en la Sustent:9c.16n 

, 

 

 

 

 

 

RODRIGO GUERRERO SEGU 

FIRMA DEL DOCENTE TUTOR REVISOR 

No. C.I. 0910135557 
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APPENDIX 
 

Nº3 

PHOTOS 
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COLEGIO EXPERIMENTAL “VEINTIOCHO DE MAYO” 
 
 

 

SOURCE: Colegio Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo”. 
AUTHORS: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo. 

 
STUDENTS OF THE TENTH YEAR 

 

 

SOURCE: Colegio Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo”. 

AUTHORS: Julio Caamaño, Danny Fajardo. 
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Lcda. Margarita López Areas (English Teacher). 
SOURCE: Colegio Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo”. 
AUTHORS: Danny Fajardo, Julio Caamaño. 

 
 

 

MSc. Kleber Zapata Gallegos (Principal of the Institution). 
SOURCE: Colegio Experimental “Veintiocho de Mayo”. 
AUTHORS: Danny Fajardo, Julio Caamaño. 
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MSc. Larry Torres Vivar (Tutor). 
SOURCE: Universidad de Guayaquil. 
AUTHORS: Danny Fajardo, Julio Caamaño. 

 

 

 

MSc. Larry Torres Vivar (Tutor). 
SOURCE: Universidad de Guayaquil. 
AUTHORS: Danny Fajardo, Julio Caamaño. 
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PROPOSAL 
 
 

DESIGN OF A DIDACTIC GUIDE TO IMPROVE THE FLUENCY IN ORAL 

EXPRESSION 

 
 

CONTENTS OF THE PROPOSAL 
 
 

1. Think in English 

 
Think English for the greater part of your day whenever or put. Utilize 

the lexicon to locate the significance of a word or to know how to state it in 

English. 

2. Talk to yourself 

 
Endeavor to state so anyone can hear what you think regardless of in 

the event that you are separated from everyone else. That will enable you to 

pick up trust in your verbal abilities. 

3. Use a mirror 

 
Work on talking taking a gander at yourself in the reflection of any 

subject. The objective is to watch the way you do it as you talk. 

4. Focus on the fluency, no grammar 

 
Attempt to talk easily focusing just on that, on familiarity. Leave the 

syntax for the present once you know the standards better. 

5. Use tongue twister 

 
Attempt to state tongue twisters in the most ideal approach to have 

redress development of your mouth and tongue. 

6. Tune in and rehash 

 
Watch programs in English and rehash what you hear. Attempt to 

impersonate the tone, speed, development and even the emphasize. 
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7. Focus on words with a highlight 

 
It mirrors the locals' method for addressing highlight and stress certain 

terms and syllables found in words and sentences. 

8. Sing tunes in English 

 
Singing in English serves to enhance your familiarity. 

 
9. Take in the verb types of new words 

 
Each time you take in another vocabulary, you additionally take in your 

verbal frame to enhance your method for talking. 

10. Learn articulations, not words 

 
Focus more on learning articulations than on vocabulary. Local 

speakers once in a while don't talk utilizing the right sentence structure and 

right vocabulary. 

11. Learn normal adages 

 
Figure out how to state your most normal expressions in English 

through words that you like, so you can do it and also you do in Spanish. 

12. Plan for particular circumstances 

 
Practice English in the part that suits you best to know for instance, for 

a specific reason whether it is to land a position or to make companions in 

nations. That will rely upon setting you up better to build up your English in a 

more particular part. 

13. Unwind! 

 
When talking, attempt to unwind without stressing over how you talk or 

articulate, inhale and talk all the more gradually if important. 

14. Recount a story in English 

 
Pick a point or a story and endeavor to let it know in English to your 

companions or on the off chance that you don't have anybody do only it. 
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Target: To decipher a series of visual enigmas and to be used and learn to 

think in English. 

Material: Flashcards or Photos. 

Instructions: 
 

It starts with a drawing or a symbol and we must answer the meaning 

they have. If, for example, we see a heart, the answer may be "love". Until 

then it is quite simple, but then the drawings and symbols begin to combine 

as if they were equations and the game becomes more difficult and fun. 

 

 
 

Target: To express thoughts and gain confidence in verbal skills. 

Materials: A particular topic. 

Instructions: 
 

When you are at home (or just anywhere else), you can practice 

English with the best person in the world: yourself. 
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Target:  To observe your mouth, face and body language as you speak. 

Material: Choose any topic to talk. 

Instructions 
 

Speak during 2 or 3 minutes. Do not stop! If you do not know how to 

say a word, try to communicate in another way. You can always search for 

the pronunciation of a certain word after 2 or 3 minutes of conversation. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Target: To avoid pauses, stuttering and repetitions when speaking. 

Material: A particular topic. 

Instructions 
 

Try not to stop. Try the exercise of the mirror, but take on the 

challenge of talking without stopping or stuttering all the time and focus on 

the fluidity. 
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Target:  To  facilitate  the  correct  movement  of  the  mouth  and  tongue  and 

improve the pronunciation. 

Material: Tongue twisters. 

Instructions 
 

Choose a tongue twister and start saying until you say it correctly. 

Take other one if you fail five times and then try to say it again without seeing 

the tongue twister. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Target:  To  imitate  how  native  English  speaker  speak  to  gain  fluency  and 

confidence in oneself. 

Material: TV programs, videos on YouTube in English. 

Instructions 
 

Choose a segment of a program and repeat it to the letter. Try to 

imitate the tone, the speed and even the accent (if you can). It does not 

matter if you lose some words; what really matters is that you do not stop 

talking. Try to talk like the characters in the show. 
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Target:  To  emphasize  certain  terms  and  syllables  (sounds)  to  modify  the 

meaning of words and sentences and avoid misunderstandings. 

Material: Videos, records, films etc. 

Instructions 
 

Pay attention to the way in which native speakers use accents and try 

to imitate them. Try to repeat the words several times and notice their 

different accents. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Target: To improve the fluency, pronunciation and increase the vocabulary. 

Material: Music, Lyrics. 

Instructions 
 

Put your favorite songs in English and follow the rhythm but first find 

out what it is about by understanding everything. Choose song with new 

vocabulary and also try to memorize it. 
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Target: To speak easier with verb forms to know the correct place of words and 

taking out vocabulary from a word. 

Material: Books, writings, Lyrics. 

Instructions 
 

After finding a new word for example drink also look for and learn its 

verb forms, like drank and drunk. Make a list of words of this type with their 

respective verb form to make it easier to learn. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Target: To speak in a more natural way with native English speaker. 

Material: Flashcards, pictures, drawing. 

Instructions 
 

Through the use of flashcards it is possible to decipher any idiom, or 

by listening to the idiom to then draw it. Also try to say the idiom using other 

words. 
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Target: To  improve and  advance  reading  and  comprehension  in  an 

entertaining way to learn English. 

Material: Flashcards. 

Instructions 
 

Propose to read one or two phrases that inspire you and if you prefer, 

write them down in a place where you can see them. Words that you do not 

understand, write it down in a notebook to remember them 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Target: To feel safe to be able to face any situation in the best possible way. 

Material: Dictionary. 
 

 
Instruction 

 

Discover the daily situations of which you do not feel prepared as for 

example a job interview or time to meet new people and start develop them. 
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Target:  To  avoid  being  stressed  when  speaking  by  taking  it  easy  in  any 

confusing moment. 

Material: Music. 
 

 
Instructions 

 

If you get confused, just take a deep breath and start over. Speak 

more slowly if you have to. Take the time to stop and think about your next 

sentence. 
 

      
  

 

 
 

Target: To provide motivation, fun and favorable attitudes for the development 

of the fluency. 

Material: Stories, anecdotes, films, novels, flashcards. 

Instructions 
 

Choose a story you know well and tell it in English. After telling the 

story, have listeners to make a summary with main idea of the story and 

everybody gives an opinion. 


